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PREFACE 

This report is a product of the initial year of research under South 
Dakota State University (SDSU) Agricultural Experiment Station Project H-076. 
entitled "Economics of Farming Systems Alternatives in Eastern South Dakota". 
The overall objective of this research project is to determine the economic 
practicality in eastern South Dakota of "alternative" farming systems which 
may entail less use of chemical fertilizers. pesticides. and herbicides than 
do "conventional" systems. The initial step in achieving that overall objec­
tive is to make preliminary estimates of crop enterprise and farming gystem 
costs and returns. We have done this for two sets of farming systems being 
studied by the SDSU Plant Science Department at the Northeast Research 
Station near Watertown. S.D. As the Plant Science Department research con­
tinues over a period of years at the Northeast Station. crop enterprise 
budgets will be adjusted to reflect new yield. cropping practice. etc. infor­
mation. We also expect to develop farming system budgets for other parts of 
eastern South Dakota. 
We are deeply indebted to Dr. James Smolik of SDSU's Plant Science 
Department for his ongoing cooperation. Dr. Smolik serves both as Director 
of the Northeast Station and as Project Leader of the Plant Science farming 
systems study at that Station. Other Plant Science faculty who have provided 
advice. assistance. or reviews of preliminary enterprise budgets include Dr. 
Paul Fixen. Dr. Diane Rickerl. Extension Soils Specialist James Gerwing. and 
Extension Weeds Specialist Leon Wrage. 
The advice and assistance of Extension Agent ROn Thaden is also espe­
cially appreciated. Mr. Thaden made preliminary estimates in 1986 of costs 
and returns associated with farming systems at the Northeast Research 
Station. Those estimates served as initial building blocks in our work. We 
i 
also asked for Ron's advice on numerous matters as we developed the 
enterprise budgets contained in this report. Moreover. the microcomputer 
spreadsheet which we modified for use in our enterprise budget calculations 
was initially developed by Mr. Thaden and fellow SDSU Extension staff members 
Curtis Hoyt and Steven Gylling. 
Appreciation is also extended to Dr. Burton Pflueger. Extension Farm 
Financial Management Specialist. for reviewing a draft version of the en­
terprise budgets. 
TLD. LAW. and MJL 
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COSTS OF PRODUeTION AND NET RE'lURNS 

FOR ALTERNATIVE FARMING SYSTEMS IN NOllTKEASTERN 

SOU'l'H, ,DAKOTA: 1986 ANn ltNORMALIZED" -SITUATIONS 

Initial crop budgets developed under the South Dakota State University 
(SDSU) Agricultural Experiment Station Project on "Economics of Farming 
Systems Alternatives in Eastern South Dakota" are contained in this research 
report. Budgets were prepared for crop enterprises and rotations being ex­
amined in a companion "farming ~stems" study at SDSUrs Northeast Research 
Station near Watertown. S.D. That companion study is being conducted by 
SDSU's Plant Science Department. The Plant Science study was initiated 
during the 1985 crop year. 
The budgets contained herein are serving as a basis for initial economic 
analyses of "low-input". "conventional". and selected other farming ~stems 
under consideration. Mr. Mark Leddy. SDSU Graduate Research Assistant in 
Economics. is presently conducting detailed sensitivity and "whole farm" 
analyses with the budgets. The results of those analyses will be reported 
later in a thesis and other publications. Therefore. only a limited narra­
tive is included in the present research report. We will present just enough 
description of the content and preliminary results for readers to understand 
and use the report. The budgets will be revised and updated. as appropriate. 
when sufficient new crop yield and other agronomic and economic information 
is generated over the 5-year life of this project. 
Crop Rotations 
The SDSU studies at the Northeast Research Station are grouped into two 
sets of comparisons. Farming Systems Study I compares an Alternative rota­
tion with Conventional and Ridge Till rotations. The crops in each of these 
rotations are shown in the top portions of Tables 1 and 3. The Alternative 
rotation is a "low-input" or "organic" rotation in which no chemical 
fertilizers or herbicides are used. Soybeans. corn. oats (as a nurse crop 
for alfalfa). and alfalfa are included (in that order) in the 4-year 
Alternative rotation. Corn. soybeans. and spring wheat (in that order) are 
included in both the Conventional and the Ridge Till rotations of Farming 
Systems Study I. 
Four systems are compared in Farming Systems Study II. Those systems 
and the crops (in order) are shown in the bottom portions of Tables 1 and 3. 
The Alternative rotation in this case contains soybeans. spring wheat. oats 
(as a nurse crop for sweet clover). and sweet clover. The sweet clover is 
included strictly as a green manure crop; it is mowed and chiseled. but not 
harvested. Conventional and Minimum Till rotations in Farming Systems Study 
II included soybeans followed by spring wheat followed by barley. The final 
comparison in Farming Systems Study II is a continuous No Till winter wheat 
option. 
Tillage. seeding. fertilizer. herbicide. harvesting. and labor assump­
tions for each crop in each system are presented just prior to each set of 
budgets. One set of assumptions refers to operations as carried out by the 
Plant Science Department at the Northeast Research Station during the 1986 
crop year. The other set refers to "judgments" of Plant Science personnel 
about the "normalized" situation. The "normalized" budgets contain best 
guesses about "average" (over time) tillage. fertilizer. herbicide. and other 
practices. For example. a judgment was made that. at some point. phosphorous 
fertilizer would need to be regularly included in systems other than the 
Alternative systems. Over the course of this research project. actual prac­
tices will be monitored. and future budgets will likely reflect some changes 
from the currently estimated "normalized" assumptions. 
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Yields included in 1986 and "normalized" budgets for each crop. in each 
system. are shown in Tables 2 and 4. Table 2 contains yields actually 
measured at the Northeast Research Station for the Farming System trials 
during the 1986 crop year. Yields shown in Table 4. for the "normalized" 
budgets. are based upon our review of historical. research. and other data. 
Plant Science and Economics staff involved in the Farming Systems studies 
used their "best judgment" about what each crop in each system might yield. 
on average. over time (after a "transition period" has passed). The "normal­
ized" yields shown in Table 4 are based upon that collective judgment. Also. 
those yields are meant to correspond to the "normalized" farming (tillage. 
fertilization. herbicide. etc.) practices. 
Organization of the Report 
Immediately following the narrative section of this report are Tables 1 
through 4. These tables contain a brief data summary of the crop rotation 
budget results. 
The main body of this research report--consisting of budgeting assump­
tions and budget spreadsheets--then follows. Roughly the first half of that 
section pertains to crops and rotations included in Farming Systems Study I; 
the remainder pertains to Farming Systems Study II. A set of "assumptions 
and explanations" is presented for each system analyzed. Following that is 
an "input section" microcomputer spreadsheet. showing data inputed for the 
system. The next spreadsheet for each farming system consists of the "input 
summary and results". That shows the calculated costs and returns for each 
crop in the system. with income over all costs for each crop shown in the 
very bottom row. Costs for farm program set aside acres are also shown. 
Next. income over all costs for a 540-crop acre farm is shown for the subject 
farming system. Farm program participation assumptions are incorporated in 
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the calculations leading to results shown. The results are shown in both 
tabular and bar chart form. 
Three annexes follow the main body of tables. Annex A consists of 
"General Procedures for Estimation of Machinery Costs". Following that. as 
Annex B. are "General Procedures for Estimation of Other Budget Items". The 
last annex (C) contains "Assumptions for Maintenance Costs on Set Aside 
Acres". 
At the end of the report is a list of references drawn on in estimating 
the crop enterprise budgets. 
Interpretation of the Tables 
A brief explanation of data contained in spreadsheet tables for one 
farming system may help readers to utilizing the tables for all 
I
of the sys­
tems. We will refer here to the tables for the "Alternative" system in 
Farming Systems Study I. 
First presented is the list of "Assumptions and Explanations" for both 
1986 and "normalized" budgets. 
Following that is the "Input Section" table for the Alternative system 
with 1986 assumptions. The first four rows contain yield. price. and farm 
program data used in determining total income per acre. Then appears all of 
the information inputed for calculation of direct (or operating) costs. 
Information for calculation of fixed costs appears at the bottom. 
Results of microcomputer spreadsheet calculations for the Alternative 
system in 1986 are shown in the next ("Input Summary and Results••• ") table. 
The fifth row of that table. for example. shows total income per acre for 
each crop in the system. This is $241.40 for corn. Several subsequent rows 
show the direct costs per acre. by type of cost. for each crop in the system. 
Among other calculated results for each crop. as we read down the table. are 
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the following (with the numbers for corn given here in parentheses): (1) 
total direct (operating) costs per acre ($86.67): (2) total fixed costs per 
acre ($37.25): (3) production costs per acre. which is the sum of direct and 
fixed costs ($123.92): (4) land charges per acre ($21): (5) total production 
and land costs per acre ($144.92); and (6) income over all costs per acre 
($96.48). 
Numbers in parentheses on the "Input Summary and Results••• " tables 
refer to negative numbers. One must interpret results for individual crops 
in the rotations with great caution. however. Costs were allocated to crops 
according to the calendar year of operation. For example. costs of a fall 
tillage operation were allocated to the crop just harvested. not to the crop 
to be planted in the following spring. Similarly. establishment costs for 
alfalfa are included in the oats column. since those costs occur during the 
calendar year in which oats is the principal crop. This cost allocation con­
vention was followed throughout the budgeting exercise. Since the present 
study focuses on comparisons of alternative farming "systems"--in which crops 
constitute interrelated components of rotations--this seemed to be the most 
straightforward and least arbitrary way to allocate costs. The implication 
of this approach. however. is that only systems (rotations) should be com­
pared for profitability purposes: individual crops should not be. 
The next sheet contains information needed in examining the 
profitability of the !1stem. Income over all costs for the Alternative sys­
tem with 1986 yield and cost assumptions is shown for a "typical" northeast 
South Dakota crop farm. This farm is assumed to have 540 crop acres (ex­
clusive of farmstead. pasture. and waste land). In each case. we assume par­
ticipation in the Federal farm program at minimum levels of set aside; that 
minimum is 20% of the corn and 20% of the oats acreage bases in the case of 
5 
the Farming Systems Study I Alternative rotation. Set aside requirements, 
loan levels. and deficiency payment levels for 1987 were used in both the 
1986 and the "normalized" budgets. (Local loan levels for 1987 were es­
timated. ) Product prices outside the farm program (such as for alfalfa and 
soybeans) were also based upon estimated 1987 levels--as were all input 
prices--in the case of both 1986 and "normalized" budgets. 
Allocation of acreage to each crop was done in such a way that (a) the 
farm is in compliance with minimum set aside requirements and (b) equal 
acreage is devoted to each crop in the rotation. Formulas such as the fo1­
lowing one for the Farming Systems Study I Alternative system were used to 
determine those acreage allocations in each case. 
T = 4C +S 

where T = Total cropable acres 

C = Acres in each of four crops 

S = Set aside acres 
and S = .25 C + .2SC = .SC 
because 20% set aside requirements for both corn and oats 
mean that 1 acre must be set aside for every 4 
acres planted to each of those crops (i.e., 5 acres 
of crop base x .20 = 1 acre of set aside) 
Solving for C, we get: 
T = 4C + S = 4C + .SC = 4.SC 
540 acres = 4.SC 
C = 540 acres~ 4.5 = 120 acres in each of the four crops 
And, solving for S. we get: 
S = .SC = .5 x 120 acres = 60 acres set aside 
These results are shown in the "crop distribution" row of the table labeled 
"Alternative Rotation 1986: Farming Systems Study I. Summary Data for 
Representative Farm in Northeast South Dakota". 
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Proceeding to the next row in that same table. we see "income over all 
costs/acre". This information (including the negative. or cost. figure for 
set aside acres) comes directly from the second to last row of the table on 
the preceding page. "Income over all costs/crop" is calculated by multiply­
ing the acreage for the crop times the "income over all costs/acre" for that 
crop. For corn in this Alternative system. this calculation is as follows: 
120 acres x $96.48/acre = $11.577. The total (whole farm) result is the sum 
of the individual crop and set aside acreage results. For the 540-acre farm 
using this Alternative farming system--with 1986 yields and cropping prac­
tices and 1987 farm program provisions and prices--the income over all costs 
comes to $18.952. It is important to note that this is a return after all 
direct (including both hired and family labor) and fixed (including land) 
costs are deducted. We can think of this as a net return to "management". if 
we wish. 
The bottom portion of the same page shows in the form of a bar chart in­
come over all costs associated with each crop and (in the last bar) the whole 
farm. Data for this chart comes from the last row of the table above it. 
Readers should keep in mind the earlier caveat about how costs have been al ­
located to crops on a calendar year basis. Nevertheless. this chart is use­
ful in envisioning the net return (income) associated with the various crop 
calendar years in the system. 
Following the tables for the Alternative farming system with 1986 yields 
and cropping practices is an identical set of tables for the same system with 
"normalized" yields and practices. Note that "income over all costs" for the 
whole (540-crop acre) farm in this case is $5.383. compared to $18.952 in the 
1986 case. This much lower net income is due to the assumption that yields 
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over time will average much less than the 1986 levels experienced at the 
Northeast Research Station for many crops. when moisture was quite abundant. 
OVerview of Results 
An overview of the results to date of this analysis of alternative farm­
ing ~stems in northeastern South Dakota is contained in Tables 1 and 3. 
Summary results for 1986 yields and cropping practices appear in Table 1. and 
the corresponding yields are shown in Table 2. Tables 3 and 4 contain com­
parable information for the "normalized" yields and cropping practices. 
Results in terms of dollars/acre are shown in Tables 1 and 3 for the follow­
ing items: (1) direct costs other than labor; (2) gross income; (3) income 
over non-labor and non-land costs (i.e•• return to land. labor. and manage­
ment); (4) income over non-land costs (i.e•• return to land and management); 
and (5) income over all costs (i.e•• return to management). 
We can see in Table 1 that the Conventional ~stem has the highest in­
come over all costs per acre ($40) in Farming Systems Study I when 1986 
yields and cropping practices are considered. Ridge Till and Alternative 
~stems are close behind. however. In terms of income over non-labor and 
non-land costs. the Alternative ~stem is slightly higher than the Ridge Till 
~stem and only $2/acre lower than the Conventional system. (It should be 
noted that there was no attempt in the crop budgets to distinguish between 
family and hired labor.) 
In Farming Systems Study II. the No Till Winter Wheat shows the highest 
income over all costs and the Alternative ~stem shows the lowest when 1986 
yield and cropping practice assumptions are used. All ~stems show net posi­
tive returns to management after deducting charges for land. labor. and other 
factors of production. 
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Net returns for all systems are lower when "normalized" yield and 
cropping practice assumptions are used, as can be seen in Table 3. 
Relatively abundant moisture caused yields of corn, wheat. barley. and alfal ­
fa to be higher in 1986 than they are likely to be. on average. over a period 
of several years. Nevertheless. net returns after covering all costs are 
positive for all systems even under the "normalized" situation--at least with 
the current farm program provisions and support levels in effect. 
The Alternative system exhibits somewhat lower income overall costs than 
other systems in Farming Systems Study I when "normalized" assumptions are 
used. but the Alternative system exhibits nearly the same net income as other 
systems in Study II. In fact. the Alternative system has the highest income 
over non-labor and non-land costs ($41/acre) in Study II. These results in­
dicate that the Alternative systems have good prospects for being economical­
ly viable. Also. the Alternative systems have significantly lower "direct 
costs other than labor" than do other systems. Sensitivity analyses to be 
reported in Mark Leddy's M.S. thesis and later publications will provide in­
sights on how different yield, fertilizer and herbicide, farm program, and 
other conditions impact the relative profitability of Alternative ("low in­
put" or "organic") farming sytems. 
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Table 1. Results of Farming Systems Analyses Based upon 1986 Yields and Cropping Practices (1987 Farm Program 
and Price Assumptions) 
llQll§xi/.AC[~ 
Direct Costs Income Over Income Over 
Other Than Gross Non-labor and Non-land Income Over 
System Labor Income Non-land Costs Costs All Costs 
Farming Systems Study I* 












Farming Systems Study II* 
1. 	 Alternative 31 103 48 37 11 

(soybeans-s. wheat-oats-s. clover) 









4. No Till Winter Wheat 	 48 129 61 54 28 

*Crops shown in order in which they occur in each rotation. 
Table 2. 1986 Yield Summary 
Farming Systems Study I 
Yields (bu. or t~n)/Acre 

Corn Soybeans S. Wheat Oats Alfalfa 

Alternative 100 30 57 6.1 

Conventional 115 28 58 

Ridge Till 120 25 51 





W. Wheat Soybeans S. Wheat Oats Barley S. Clover 
Alternative 28 55 60 Not harvested 
..... Conventional 29 56 89 ..... 
Minimum Till 33 56 77 
No Till Winter Wheat 51 
Table 3. Results of Farming Systems Analyses Based upon "Normalized" Yields and Cropping Practices (1987 Farm 
Program and Price Assumptions) 
DollarslAcre 
Direct Costs Income Over Income Over 
Other Than Gross Non-labor and Non-land Income Over 
System Labor Income Non-land Costs Costs All Costs 
Farming Systems Study I* 
1. 	 Alternative (soybeans- 42 121 49 36 10 

corn-oats-al fal fa) 









Farming Systems Study II* 
1. 	 Alternative 30 96 41 31 5 

(soybeans-s. wheat-oats-s. clover) 









4. No Till Winter Wheat 	 50 110 39 33 7 

*Crops shown in order in which they occur in each rotation. 
Table 4. "Normalized" Yield Summary 
Farming Systems Study I 

Yield (bu. or ton)/Acre 

porn Soybeans S. Wheat Oats Alfalfa 
A1 ternative 75 28 70 3.6 
Conventional 82 30 42 
Ridge Till 84 31 42 
Farming Systems Study II 
Yield (bu.)/Acre 
1l.:. Wheat Soybeans S. Wheat Oats Barley S_ Clover 
....... 

w 	 Alternative 28 40 70 Not harvested 
Conventional 30 42 70 
Minimum Till 30 42 65 
No Till Winter Wheat 40 
71 

Farming Systems Study I 
1. Alternative System 
2. Conventional System 
3. Ridge Till System 
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ASSUMPTIONS AND EXPLANATIONS 

Alternative Rotation: Farming Systems Study I 

Crop 1986 Budgets Normalized Budgeta 
1. Corn 
a. Machine operations: Disc twice (once in spring. 
once in fall). field cultivate. 
plant. rotary hoe twice. cultivate 
twice. combine, haul 
Same as 1986 
b. Seeding: 16 HVK @ $.75/MVK 19 HVK 8 $.75/HVK 
c. Machine labor: 1.57 hra./acre @ $6/hr. Same as 1986 
d. Other labor: Grain drying: $.0041/bu. 
for 100 bu./acre 
Grain drying: $.0041/bu. 
for 75 bu./acre 
2. Data/Alfalfa 
a. Machine operational Disc twice in spring, field 
cultivate. drill, harrow, swath, 
combine. haul. spread manure 
in September 
Same aa 1986 except disk 
once, field cultivate 
w/harrow. drill w/packer 
b. Seeding: Oats: 48 Ibs/acre • $.09375 
Alfalfa 9.5 1bs/acre @ $2.25/1b. 
Same as 1986 
c. Fertilizer: 2 tons/acre of dry matter 
(equivalent to 32.7 - 31.1 
Ib./acre N-P-K) applied in 
September 
- 143 
Same aa 1986 
d. Machine labor: 2.05 hrs./acre @ $6/hr. 1.9 hra./acre @ $6/hr. 
3. Alfalfa 
a. Machine operations: Swath 3 cuttings. rake 3 cuttings. 
bale. bale stacking. 1 pass 
chisel w/sweeps. 1 paas chisel 
wo/sweepa 
Same aa 1986 except 
2 paasea chisel w/sweepa 
b. Machine labor: 3.25 hra./acre • $6/hr. 3.56 hra./acre • $6/hr. 
4. Soybeans 
a. Machine operations: Disc. field cul tivate. plant. 
rotary hoe. cultivate twice. 
combine. haul 
Same aa 1986 except 
rotary hoe twice 
b. Seeding: 1 bu./acre • $8.50/bu. Same aa 1986 
c. Machine labor: 1.24 hr./acre • $6/hr. 1.37 hr./acre • $6/hr. 
d. Other labor: Band weeding: 
• $4/hr. 
1.14 hra./acre S_e .. 1986 
5. Set Aside 
a. Machine operations: Field cultivate, chisel Same as 1986 
b. Machine labor: .4 hrs./acre @ $6/hr Same as 1986 
16 
ALTERNATIVE ROTATION 19B6~ Far.ing Syste.s Study I 
Corn Oats Alfalfa Soybean Set Aside 
INPUT SECTION 
RECEIPTS: +--------------------------------------------­
Esti.ated grain yield (units/ac.I •••••••••• : 100 57 6.1 30 0 
Esti.ated selling price or value ($/unitl •• : $1.66 $0.88 130.00 $5.00 $0.00 
SDVERN"ENT PAY"ENT: 
Base yield (units/ac.I ••••••••••••••••••••• : 63 53 0 0 0 
Deficiency pay.ent ($/unitl •••••••••••••••• : $1.21 $0.66 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
DIRECT COSTS: 
Seed (URi ts/ac.) to ......................... , ••• 1 16 1 0 1 0 

(f/unit) ••...•..............•.......•. : $0.75 $25.88 $0.00 $8.50 $0.00 

Fertilizer 1 (units/ac.I ••••••••••••••••••• : 0 0 0 0 0 
(S/unit) .......•••••...•.•.... : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

Fertilizer 2 (units/ac.I ••••••••••••••••••• : 0 0 0 0 0 
($/unitl •••••••••••••••••••••• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Fertilizer application ($/ac.I ••••••••••••• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Herbicide 1 (units/ac.I .................... : 0 0 0 0 0 

(f/unit) •............•.•.....•. : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

Herbicide 2 (units/ac.I •••••••••••••••••••• : 0 0 0 0 0 
(S/unit) •......••.•.....•.....• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Herbicide application ($/ac.I •••••••••••••• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Insecticide (units/ac.I •••••••••••••••••••• : 0 0 0 0 0 
IS/unit) .•.••••••.•.••••.....•• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Insecticide application ($/ac.I •••••••••••• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Crop insurance ($/ac.I ••••••••••••••••••••• : $17.27 $1.55 $0.00 $4.42 $0.00 
Storage IS/unit) ..•.•••••••••••.••..••••••• : $0.11 $0.11 $0.00 $0.11 $0.00 
Drying ($/unit) •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,I~ $0.15 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Overhead (fIat.) •••••••.•...•.••.•••••••.•• : $5.50 $5.00 $5.00 $5.50 $2.50 
Custo••achine hire •••••••••••••••• 
Tillage (fIat.} ••••••••••••.•.•.•.• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Planting U/ac.I ................... : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

Harvesting ($/ac.I ••••••••••••••••• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Fuel and lubrication ($/ac.I ••••••••••••••• : $4.02 $5.31 $5,22 $3.35 $1.53 
"achinery repair {$/ac.I ••••••••••••••••••• : $8.16 $13.77 $10.14 $6.51 $1.25 
Crop operating loan borroNed (.onthsl •••••• : 6 6 6 6 6 
Interest APR (XI •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 
Labor 1 (hrs./ac.) .••...•••••••••••••.•.••• : 1.57 2.05 3.25 1.24 0.40 
(f/hr) ••••••••••••••••••••••••• : $6.00 $6.00 $6.00 $6.00 $6.00 
I ••••••••••••••••• I' •• ~labor 2 (hrs. / at.) ... 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.14 0.00 
($/hr.) ••......••.••.••••.•..•• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $4.00 $0.00 
FIXED COSTS: 
Interest, Housing, and Ins. on "achinery••• : 15.2B 17.92 16.55 12.27 2.40 
Depreciation on .achinery &equip.ent•••••• : $lb. 72 $19.49 $18.27 $14.38 $2.19 
Land Cost (S/acre) •••••••••••...••..••••••• : $350 $350 $350 $350 $350 
Real Estate Tax Percentage••••••••••••••••• : 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 
+--------------------------------------------­
-----------------------(end of Input Sectionl--------------------------------------------­
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INPUT SU~~ARY AND RESUlTS--AlTERNATIVE ROTATION 1986: FARIIING SVSTEIIS STUDY I 
Corn Oats Alfalfa Soybean Set Aside 
RECEIPTS: f--------------------------------------------
Estilated grain yield (units/ac.I........... 100 57 6.1 30 0 
Esti.ated selling price or value (t/unit)... tl.66 to.88 t30.00 t5.00 to.OO 
GOVERN~ENT PAYtlENT: 
Base yield (units/ac.I...................... 63 53 0 0 0 
Deficiency paYlent (t/unit)................. tl.21 to.66 to.OO to.OO to.OO 
I. Total inco.e per acre •••••••••••••••••••• t241.40 t85.43 t184.20 $149.00 $0.00 
DIRECT COSTS: 
Seed (f/ar.) ....•..................••....... $12.00 $25.88 to.OO $8.50 to.OO 
Fertilizer (t/ac.). $0.00 to.OO to.OO to.OO $0.00 
Fertilizer application ($/ac.I •.•••••••••••• $0.00 $0.00 to.OO $0.00 $0.00 
Herbicide (t/ac.) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 to.OO 
Herbicide application ($/ac.) ••••••••••••••• $0.00 $0.00 to.OO $(1.00 $0.00 
Insecticide (t/ac. I ••••••••••••••••••••••.•• $0.00 to.OO $0.00 to.OO to.OO 
Insecticide application (t/ac.) ••••••••••••• $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Crop insurance (t/ac.I ••••••••••••••••••.••• $17.27 $1.55 $0.00 $4.42 $0.00 
Storage ($/ac.) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• tll.04 $6.36 $0.00 $3.31 $0.00 
Drying (f/ae.I ............................. . $14.93 to.OO to.OO $0.00 $0.00 
Overhead ($/ae.I .......................... .. $5.50 $5.00 t5.00 $5.S0 t2.50 
CustOI lachine hire (t/ae.I •••••••..•••••••• $0.00 to.OO $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Fuel and lubrication ($/ac.I •••••••••••••••• t4.02 $5.31 t5.22 $3.35 $1.53 
~aehinery repair ($/ac.) •••••••••••••••••••• t8.16 t13.77 $10.14 $6.51 $1.25 
Interest on non labor direct costs ($/acl ••• $4.32 $3.42 $1.20 tl.87 $0.31 
labor charge($/ac.) ....................... .. $9.44 $12.30 $19.50 $12.00 t2.42 
II. Total direct (operatingl costs •••••••••• t86.67 t73.60 $41.06 $45.46 $8.01 
Inco.e 	over direct costs (I linus Ill •••• $154.73 $11.83 $143.14 $103.54 ($8.011 
Breakeven price per unit (direct costs).. to.87 $1.28 t6.69 $1.53 ERR 
FIXED COSTS: 
Interest, Housing &Ins. on lachinery (t/ac) $15.28 $17.92 $16.55 $12.27 t2.40 
Deprec. on lachinery and equiplent ($/ac.I •• $16.12 $19.49 $18.27 $14.38 $1.19 
Real estate taxes ($/ac.I................... t5.25 $5.25 $5.25 $5.25 $5.25 
III. Total fixed costs ••••••••.•.•.••••••••• $37.25 $42.66 $40.07 $31.90 $9.84 
IV. Production costs (t/ac., excluding land) $123.92 $116.26 $81.13 t77.36 $17.85 
!ll plus III I 
Production costs 1$/unitl... ......... $1.25 $2.03 $13.21 $2.60 ERR 
V. land charges ($/ae.I •••••.••••••••••••••• $21.00 $21.00 $21.00 t21.00 $21.00 
VI. 	 Total production and land costs ($/ac.). t144.92 $137.26 $102.13 $98.36 $38.85 
11'1 plus V) 
Production 	and land costs (t/unit)..... $1.46 $2.39 $16.63 t3.30 ERR 
Breakeven yield (units/ae.)..... 87.3 156.0 3.4 19.7 ERR 
(at selling prieel 
VII. Incole over all costs It/aerel ••••••••• t96.48 ($51.83) $82.07 $50.64 ($38.851 
(I linus I'll 
lneole over all costs ($/unit)......... $0.97 ($0.901 $13.37 $1.70 ERR 
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ALTERNATIVE ROrAT ION 1986: FARMING SYSTEMS STUDY I 

SUMHA~:Y DATIi f(]R REPHESENTATlVE FAR/,! IN NORTHEAST SOUTH DAKOTA. 

Corll Oats Alfalfa Soybean Set ~side Total 
Far. Program SE!!'t- asi de 
Requi relent II) .......... .. 20 20 o (I o 
Crop Distributi.an (acres) .. 12(1 120 120 120 60 
Incolll! Over Ii!.i Costs...... 596.48 ($'51.83) t82.07 $50.64 (nE.S5) 
U/acre) 
Incom!! Ov!!r All Co!>ts ...... $11,577 (t6,21'11 $9,848 50,077 ($2.,331) $18,952 
U/crop) 
Income Over All Costs 




















ALTERNATIVE ROTATION NOLL ± <MAL YEAR: ~ Farling Systus Study I 
Corn Oats Alfalfa Soybean Set Aside 
INPUT 51 CTlON 
RECEIPTS: +---------------------------------------------
Estilated grain yiel <l zc: units/ac.) .......... : 75 70 3.b 28 o 
Estilated selling pr i c or value IS/unit) •• : S1.6b SO.8B no.oo S5.00 SO.oo 
SOVERNI'tENT PAY"ENT: 
Base yield (unitsiac .) ____ _ 63 "'~ o...... , ... , ..... , .. .I .J,J o o 
Deficiency paYlent (-$/ I =- nit) ................ : $1.21 SO.66 '0.00 '0.00 '0.00 
DIRECT COSTS: 
Seed (uni t 5/ac.) ... . , 19 1 o 1 o"'" •••• if ••• " ........... i 

I(./uniU ....... _ .. _ • ••••••••• , '" • " ...... I fO.75 S25.88 '0.00 S9.50 '0.00 
Fertilizer 1 (units/..ac:_ ) ............... " ... : o o o o o 
ISluni t ::l. • I fO.OO SO.OO '0.00 '0.00 '0.00,. •• II ••••••••••••••• t 
F@rtilizer 2 (units/.ac_ ) .......... , ........ : o o o o o 
IS/uni Ut ... I SO.OO '0.00 SO.OO fO.OO fO.OO• •••••••••••••••••• I 
Fertilizer applicati~rt (fIat.} •••••••.•..•• : '0.00 fO.OO '0.00 fO .00 '0.00 
Herbicide 1 (units/ac:::. ) _ ••••••••••••••••••• , 1 o o o o o 
(S/unit) _ .... .................... •! SO.OO '0.00 SO.OO SO .00 '0.00 
Herbicide 2 (uni tsl ae. ) ••••••••••••••••••• I 1 o o o o o 
I(S/unit) _ ... ••••••••• , •••••• ,.,s SO.OO SO.OO '0.00 fO.OO '0.00 
H@rbicide application ( -:$' lac, )............... : '0.00 '0.00 SO.OO '0.00 '0.00 
Insecticide iunits/ac:::. ) I o o o o o• •••••••••••••••••• 1 
U/uni tl_ •• ••••••••• , ••••••••• 1 , '0.00 SO.OO SO.OO '0.00 '0.00 
Insecticide applicats. Of"1lic".:::""~'~ (./ac.} ............ : SO.OO SO.OO fO.OO fO.OO SO.OO 
Crop insurance (./ac_ ) • I $13.02 U.89 fO.OO $4.15 '0.00• •••••••••••••••••• 1 
Storage ($Iunit) .... _ ... • .................... , '0.11 SO. 11 '0.00 fO .11 '0.00 

Drying l$Junit) ..... _ • ·..................., 
1 
'0.15 SO.OO '0.00 fO.OO '0.00 

I 
•Overhead ($/ac. ) .... _ • •••••••••••••••••• I S5.50 '5.00 S5.00 '5.50 '2.50 
CustOI lach ine hire.. • - ........... 
Tillage (Slac. ) I '0.00 '0.00 '0.00 fO.OO SO.OO• •••••••••••••••••• 1 
Planting ($Icae • :> ••••••••••.•••••••• : SO.OO SO.OO SO.OO '0.00 SO.OO 
Harvesting (., a .:oe::::.) •••••••••••••••• ,: SO.OO SO.OO SO.OO fO.OO SO.OO 
Fuel and lubrication (:$ .-J' ac. ) ..••.•.•...•... ; '4.02 S5.00 '5.99 n.57 SI.53 
lIachinery repair (Sic. c • .:> ................... : S8.16 '13.81 '10.99 fo.75 '1.25 
Crop operat ing loan tJ,.- or owed (Ionths) ...... : 6 6 6 6 6 
IInterest APR(X) •••••• ·.................. ) 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 
Labor 1 (hr s./ac. ). •• .................... , 1 1.57 1. 90 3.56 1.37 0.40 
($/hrl. •• 
, 
'6.00 S6.00 S6.00 fo.OO SO.OO• •••• , •••••••••••• I 
Labor 2 Ihrs./ac.) ••• I 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.14 0.00•••••••••••••••••• 1 
• •••••••••••••••••• 1(Sihr.) •• I '0.31 SO.OO SO.OO $4.00 SO.OO 
FIXED COSTS: 
Interest, Housing, an d ..:::J: ns. on Machinery... : IS.2B 16.98 17.82 12.78 2.40 
Depreciation on lachi nE y f1 equipaent ...... : Slb.72 $18.64 S20.13 $14.95 S2.19 
Land Cost ($/acre)... ... _ ................... : $350 S350 USO $3S0 1350 
Real Estate Tax Perce flt: ge ................. : 1.50 1. 50 1. 50 1. 50 1.50 
+--------------------------------------------­
------------ ---------- - ( fld of Input Sec ti onl -------------------------------------------- ­
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INPUT SUKKARY ANO RESULTS--ALTERNATIVE ROTATION 	 NOR"AL YEAR: FARKIN6 SYSTE"S STUDY I 
Corn Oats Alfalfa Soybean Set Aside 
RECEIPTS: +--------------------------------------------
Estilated grain yield (units/aLl........... 75 

tstilated selling price or value I$/unit)... $1.b6 
GOVERN"ENT PAY"ENT: 
Base yield (units/ae.I...................... 63 

Deficiency payunt ($/unit)................. 	 U.21 

I. Total incole per acre ••.••••••.•••••••••• $200.73 
DIRECT 	 COSTS: 
Seed ($1 ac •) ...... « •••• , ......... " •••••••• I I •• $14.25 

Fertilizer IS/ac.). 	 $0.00 
Fertilizer application IS/ac.) ••••••.••••••. 	 $0.00 
Herbicide (S/ac.). I ••••• ' 'I •••• (I"'" 	 $0.00I. ••• ' 
Herbicide application (S/ac.) •••••••..•••••• $0.00 
Insecticide (Slat.} •.....•••.•..••.• , ...••.• $0.00 
Insecticide application IS/ac~} ••••••••••••• SO.OO 
Crop insurance (S/ae.) ••••••••••• I •••••••••• $13.02 
Storage a/ae.) ............................ . $8.33 
Drying (S/ac.) ............................... . $10.94 
Overhead (f/ae.) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , $5.50 
CustOI lachine hire ($/ae.) •••••••••.••••••• $0.00 
Fuel and lubrication iS/ac.) ............... . S4.02 
"aehinery repair (S/ac.). ................. .. $8.16 
Interest on non labor direct costs (Siacl •.• $3.80 
labor ehargeUI ae.) ........................ . S9.75 
II. Total direct (operating) costs .•••••...• S77.76 
Incole over direct'costs II linus III •••• S122.97 
Breakeven'.price per unit (direct costs).. $1.04' 
FIXED COSTS: 
Interest, Housing &Ins. on lachinerv 1$/ac) $15.28 
Depree. on lachinery and equiplent 1$/ac.I •• S16.72 
Real estate ta~es (S/ae.)................... $5.25 
ill. Total fixed costs•••..••••••••••••••••• S37.25 
IV. Production costs ($/ac., e~cluding land) $115.01 
!II plus !IIi 
Production costs ($/unit)... ••••••••• $1.53 
V. Land charges ($/ ac.)..................... $21.00 

VI. 	 Total production and land costs (S/ae. I. $136.01 
<IV plus V) 
Production 	and land costs ($/unit) •..•• Sl.81 
Breakeven yield (units/ac.I ..••• 81.9 



































3.6 28 0 
$30.00 S5.00 $0.00 
0 0 0 
SO.OO SO.OO SO.OO 
S108.00 $140.00 $0.00 
SO.OO S8.50 $0.00 
SO.OO $0.00 SO.OO 
SO.OO SO.OO SO.OO 
SO.OO SO.OO $0.00 
$0.00 SO.OO SO.OO 
$0.00 $0.00 SO.OO 
$0.00 SO.OO $0.00 
$0.00 S4.15 SO.OO 
$0.00 13.11 SO.OO 
$0.00 SO.OO $0.00 
SS.OO '5.50 S2.50 
$0.00 SO.OO SO.OO 
$5.89 n.57 $1.53 
$10.99 $6.75 $1.25 
$1.29 $1.87 SO.31 
S21.36 $12.78 $2.42 
$44.53 .46.23 S8.01 
S63.47 S93.77 (S8.011 
$12.37 $1.65 ERR 
$17.82 S12.78 $2.40 
S20.13 S14.85 $2.19 
$5.25 S5.25 $5.25 
$43.2Q S32.88 S9.34 
S87.73 $79.11 $17.85 
$24.37 S2.83 ERR 
$21. (10 $21. 00 $21.00 
$108.73 S100.11 $38.85 
$30.20 S3.58 ERR 
3.b 20.0 ERR 
VII. lncole over all costs {S/acrel •.•...••• 
(I linus IV) 
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ASSU~IONS AND ~XPLANA~IONS 

Convention.i' Rotation: Farming'Systems Study I 

Crop 1986 Budgets Normalized Budgets 
1. ~ 
~'~--"~-~~~~hi;' oper;;-ti~ona: Feri[Hier apr.iau;-ttlC;-fiei:d;~~--~--h"il i zer sprudtt..~field 
• 
b. S..dinl: 
c. Pertil izer : 
d. Herbicide: 
e. Machine labor: 
f. Other labor: 
2. Soybeans 
t:ultivate. plant applyinl La..o II 
lSG. cultivate twice, co.bille, 
haal 
16 HVK/acre • $.7SIHVK 
100 lb•• Ntacre • $.18/lb. 
La..o II lSG: Band 7 1b •• /acre 
• $.8S/1b. 
1.37 hra./acre • $6/hr. 
Grain dryiol: $.0041/bu. for 
lIS bu./acre 




e. Machine labor: 
f. Other labor: 
g. Other: 
3. Spring Whaat 
disc twice. plant. cultivate 
twice. coabine. haul 
1 bu./acre • $8.S0/bu. 
Tref1an 41: 1.S pta./acre 
• $3.36/pt. 
1.08 hrs./acre • $6/hr. 
Hand weedinl: 1.07 hra./acre 
• $4/hr. 
Ground floater for Treflan • $2.S9/acre 
Saae as 1986Buctri1 2E: 1 pt./acre • $S.46/pt. 
Machine labor:e. 1.81 hra./ecre • $6/hr. 
5811e aa 1986 
4. Set uide 
a. Machine operational Field ul i 
• C t vate. apray. cbbel 5811e a. 1986 
c. Herbicide: 
2. 4-D Amine: .6243 pts./acre 
5ame as 1986• $1.47/pt. 
Roundup 3L: .312 pt./acre 
• $10.36/pt. 
c. Machine labor: .3S hra./ecre • $6/hr. 
Saae as 1986 
23 
a. Machine operation.: Fertilizer apreadar. diac. field 
tultivate. drill••pray Hoe10n and 
BuctrU in one pa... .ath. 
co.bine. haul. fall plow 
b. Seedinl: 7S 1b•• /acre • $.1083/lb. 
c. Fertilizer: 90 1bs. N/acre • $.18/lb. 
d. HerbiCide: 
Hoelon 31: 2 pt•• /acre • $6.l9/pt. 
t:ultivate. plant applying Lauo I:f~--
lSG, harrow. cultivate twice. 
co.bine. haul 
19 HVK/acre • $.7SIHVK 
100 lb•• N/acre • $.18/1b. 

20 lb•• P/acre • $.18/lb. 

S8IIe as 1986 
1.33 hrs./acre • $6/hr. 
Grain dryinl: $.0041/bu. 

for 82 bu./acre 

Saae as 1986 
S8IIe aa 1986 

20 1ba. P/acre • $.18/lb. 

applied with planter 

S8IIe as 1986 

Same as 1986 

5811e as 1986 

S8IIe aa 1986 
5811e as 1986 
5811e a. 1986 
90 lb•• N/acre • $.l8/lb. 
20 lb•• P/acre • $.18/1b. 
CONVENTIONAL ROTATION 1986: FAR"INS SYSTE"S STUDY I 
Soybean S. IIheamotber Set Aside 
INPUT SECTION 
RECEIPTS: +---------------------------------------------
Estilated grain yield (units/ae.l •••• , ••••• : 115 28 5B 0 0 
Estilated selling price or value I./unit) •• : $1.66 .5.00 f2.37 fO.OO fO.OO 
60YERN"ENT PAY"ENT: 
Base yield lunits/ae.l ••••••• " •••••••••••• : 63 0 27 0 0 
Deficiency paYlent If/unit) •••••••••••••••• : fl.21 fO.OO f2.10 fO.OO fO.OO 
DIRECT COSTS: 
Seed (units/at.) •••••••••••.•.•••••••••••.• : 16 1 75 0 0 
(./unit) ...•..••...........•.......... : fO.75 f8,50 fO.11 fO.OO fO.OO 
Fertilizer 1 (units/ac.l ................... : 100 0 90 0 0 
(./unit) ........ , ............. : fO.18 fO.OO fO.18 fO.OO fO.OO 
Fertilizer 2 lunits/ac.) •••••••••••••.••••• : 0 0 0 0 0 
(./uni t) ... 1....... 1 ..... I. I. I: .0.00 fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
Fertilizer application (f/ac.I •••••••.••••• : fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
Herbicide 1 lunits/ac.l ••••••••••• , •••••••• : 7 1.5 2 0 0.62 
($/unit) ••••..•....•...••...••• : fO.B5 $3.36 f6.19 fO.OO fl.47 
Herbicide 2 lunits/ac.), ••••••••••••••••••• : 0 0 1 0 0.31 
(f/unit) .•.•.•. , ..•.......•.•.• : fO.OO fO.OO f5.46 fO.OO fl0.36 
Herbicide application (f/ae.) •••••••••••••• : fO.OO f2.59 fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
Insecticide lunits/ae.l •••••••••••••••••••• : 0 0 0 0 0 
(./unit), •••••••••••••••..•.••• : .0.00 fO.OO fO,OO fO.OO fO.OO 
Insecticide application If/ae.l •••••••••••• : fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
Crop insurance I./ae.) ••••••••••••••••••••• : f19.89 f4.16 .5.27 fO.OO fO.OO 
storage ($!unit) •••••••••••.•••.•••••.••••• : fO.ll fO.11 fO.ll fO.OO fO.OO 
Drying (./unit) •.• , •••••••••••••••••••••••• : fO.15 fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
Overhead (f/ae.) ..•...........•.......•.... : f5.50 f5.50 f5.00 fO.OO f2.50 
Custo. lachine hire •••••••••••••••• 
Tillage ($/ac.) •• •••••••••••••••••• 1 fO.OO fO.OO $0.00 fO.OO fO.OO 
Planting If/ac.l ••••••••••••••••••• fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
Harvesting (f/ac.) ••••••••••••••••• fO.OO fO.OO .0.00 fO.OO fO.OO 
Fuel and lubrication If/ae.) ••••••••••••••• fl. 72 f3.04 f5.22 fO.OO $1.12 
"aehinery repair (f/ae.I ••••••••••••••••••• f7.42 f6.56 $10.34 .0.00 f1.00 
Crop operating loan borroMed I.onths) •••••• 6 6 6 0 6 
Interest APR (I) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 12.00 12.00 12.00 0.00 12.00 
Labor 1 (hrs./ ae. )......•.•................ : 1.37 LOB 1.Bl 0.00 0.35 
(f/hr) ••••••••••••••••••••••••• : f6.00 f6.00 f6.00 fO.OO f6.00 
Labor 2 (hrs./ac.) .............•......•.... : 0.00 1.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 
(./hr.) .•.....•...•••.•••••...• : fO.OO f4.00 fO.OO fO.OO $0.00 
FIXED COSTS: 
Interest, Housing, and Ins. on "achinery ••• : 13.46 12.75 16.99 0.00 1.B5 
Depreciation on .aehinery , equip.ent•••••• : $15.76 $15.01 fl8.37 fO.OO $1.75 
Land Cost ($/acrel ••••.•.•.•••••••••••••••• : $3SO $350 $350 $0 $350 
Real Estate Tax Percentage•••••••••••.••••• : 1.50 1.50 1.50 0.00 1.50 
+--------------------------------------------­
-----------------------(end of Input Section)--------------------------------------------­
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INPUT SU""ARY AND RESULTS: CONVENTIONAL ROTATION-·FAR"INS SYSTE"S STUDY I 
Corn Soybean S.lIheat Other Set Aside 
RECEIPTS: +---_._--------------------------------------
Estilated grain yield (units/ae.I ••••••••••• 115 28 58 0 0 
Estilated selling price or value (I/unitl ••• 11.66 15.00 12.37 10.00 10.00 
60VERN"ENT PAY"ENT: 
Base yield (units/ae.I •••••••••••••••••••••• 63 0 27 0 0 
Deficiency paYlent (I/unitl ••••••••••••••••• 11.21 10.00 12.10 10.00 10.00 
I. Total ineole per acre •••••••••••••••••••• 1266.47 1140.50 1193.92 10.00 10.00 
DIRECT 	 COSTS: 
••••••••••• II •••••Seed (./ac,) •........... II 	 112.00 18.50 18.12 10.00 10.00 

Fertilizer Il/ae.l. .................. 118.00 10.00 116.20 10.00 10.00 

Fertilizer application (./ae.I •••••••••••••• '0.00 10.00 10.00 '0.00 10.00 
Herbicide (f/ac.) .......... 	 '5.95 15.04 '17.84 10.00 14.15
II. I •••••••••••• t 
Herbicide application (./ae.I ••••••••••••••• '0.00 '2.59 10.00 10.00 10.00 
Insecticide (1/ae.I ••••••••••••••••••••••••• '0.00 '0.00 '0.00 '0.00 '0.00 
Insecticide application (./ae.I ••••••••••••• '0.00 '0.00 '0.00 '0.00 '0.00 
Crop insurance (./ae.I •••••••••••••••••••••• '19.89 14.16 15.27 '0.00 '0.00 
Storage (flat.) .....•.................•..... '12.72 13.12 '6.43 10.00 '0.00 

Drying ($/at.) ....•...•••.•.•..••.•.•.•..... '17.19 '0.00 10.00 '0.00 10.00 
OYerhead (fiat.) •••................••....... '5.50 15.50 '5.00 '0.00 12.50 

CustOI lachine hire 1./ac.I ••••••••••••••••• 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 '0.00 
Fuel and lubrication 1./ac.I •••••••••••••••• '3.72 13.04 15.22 '0.00 '1.12 
"aehinery repair (./ac.I •••••••••••••••••••• $1.42 $0.56 $10.34 '0.00 $1.00 
Interest on non labor direct costs ('/acl ••• '6.06 '2.28 14.40 '0.00 '0.52 
Labor chargell/ac.I ••••••••••••••••••••••••• '8.20 '10.74 110.83 '0.00 12.12 
II. Total direct loperatingl costs•••••••••• '116.65 '51.53 189.65 '0.00 111.42 
Ineole over direct costs (t linus tIl •••• 1149.82 188.97 1104.27 '0.00 (111.421 
Breakeven price per unit (direct costsl •• 11.02 '1.83 11.55 ERR ERR 
FIXED COSTS: 
Interest, Housing. Ins. on laehinery (I/ael 113.46 112.75 $16.99 10.00 11.85 
Depree. on lachinery and equiplent Il/ae.I •• 115.76 '15.01 118.37 10.00 11.75 
Real estate taxes (1/ae.I ••••••••••••••••••• 15.25 15.25 15.25 10.00 15.25 
III. Total fixed costs•••••••••••••••••••••• '34.47 133.01 140.61 10.00 '8.85 
IV. Production costs (1/ae., excluding land! 1151.12 184.54 $130.26 10.00 120.27 
III plus III! 
Production costs (I/unitl ••• ......... $1.32 13.01 $2.25 ERR ERR 
V. Land charges (1/ae.I ••••••••••••••••••••• 121.00 121.00 121.00 10.00 121.00 
VI. 	 Total production and land costs ('/ac.l. '172.12 1105.54 1151.26 '0.00 141.27 
ltV plus VI 
Production 	and land costs 1./unitl ••••• $1.50 13.76 12.61 ERR ERR 
Breakeven yield (units/ac.I ••••• 103.7 21.1 63.8 ERR ERR 
lat selling price! 
Vtl. IncOie over all costs (I/acrel ••••••••• 
II linus IV! 












CONVENTIONAL ROTATION 1986: FARMING SYSTEMS STUDY I 

SUMMARY DATA FOR REPRESENTATIVE FARM IN NORTHEAST SOUTH DAKOTA. 

Corn Soybean S.Hhedt Other Set Aside Total 
Far. Progra. Set-aside 
Require.ent {Xl •••••••••••• 20 0 27.5 0 0 
Crop Distribution (acres) •• 149 149 149 0 93 540 
lncole Over All Costs•••••• $94.35 $34.96 $42.66 $0.00 ($41. 271 
U!acre) 
Incole Over All Costs •••••• $14,057 $5,209 $6,356 $0 (U,8381 $21,785 
U/cropl 
Income Over All Costs 















CONVENTIONAL ROTATION NORNAL YEAR: FAR"ING SYSTENS STUDY I 

Corn Soybean S. Wheat Other Set Aside 
INPUT SECTION 
RECEIPTS: +--------------------------------------------­
Esti.ated grain yield lunits/ac.l •••••••••• : 82 30 42 0 0 
Esti.ated selling price or value I$/unitl •• : $1. 66 $5.00 $2.37 $0.00 $0.00 
GOVERNNENT PAY"ENT: 
Base yield (units/ac.I ••••••••••••••••••••• : 63 0 27 0 0 
Deficiency pay.ent 1$/unitl •••••••••••••••• : iI.21 $0.00 $2.10 $0.00 $0.00 
DIRECT COSTS: 
Seed (units/ac.) •••••••••.•.••••••••••••••• : 1'1 1 75 0 0 
($/unit) .......•••.•..•...•.•....•.••. : $0.75 $8.50 $0.11 $0.00 $0.00 
Fertilizer I (units/at.' ••••••••...•••.•••• : 100 0 '10 0 0 
($/unit) ...•.•.•.•.••......•.• : $0.18 $0.00 $0.18 $0.00 $0.00 
Fertilizer 2 lunits/ac.I ••••••••••••••••••• : 20 20 20 0 0 
(f/unit) ..•.••....••••..•.••.. I $0.18 $0.18 $0.18 $0.00 $0.00 
Fertilizer application 1$/ac.I ••••••••••••• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Herbicide 1 (units/ac.) ...........••.....•. : 7 1.5 2 0 0.62 
(S/unit) •••.....•...•.•.•••.•.. : $0.85 n.36 $6.19 fO.OO $1.47 
Herbicide 2 lunits/ac.I •••••••••••••••••••• : 0 0 1 0 0.31 
($/unit) •...•.•..•......•.....• : $0.00 fO.OO $5.46 fO.OO $10.36 
Herbicide application ($/ac.I •••••••••••••• : $0.00 f2.5'1 fO.OO $0.00 $0.00 
Insecticide lunits/ac.I .................... : 0 0 0 0 0 
($/un it) ........ , .............. : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 fO.OO 
Insecticide application If/ac.I •••••••••••• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Crop insurance 1$/ac.I ••••••••••••••••••••• : f14.23 $4.45 $3.82 fO.OO $0.00 
Storage (f/unit) •.•.•...................... : $0.11 $0.11 $0.11 $0.00 $0.00 
Drying ($/unit) ••••••••..•.•...•••••••••••• : fO.15 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Overhead (./at.) •.......................... , $5.50 $5.50 $5.00 $0.00 $2.50 
Custo••achine hire•••••••••••••••• 
Tillage (./ac.) •.•.•••.....••...... : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Planting ($/ac.) ••••••••••••••••••• ~ $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 fO.OO 
Harvesting If/ac.I ••••••••••••••••• : fO.OO fO.OO $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Fuel and lubrication ($/ac.I ••••••••••••••• : $3.70 $3.04 $5.22 $0.00 fl.12 
Nachinery repair 1$/ae.I ••••••••••••••••••• : $7.53 f6.56 $10.34 $0.00 $1.00 
Crop operating loan borrowed !.onthsl •••••• : 6 6 6 0 6 
Interest APRlll ............................ : 12.00 12.00 12.00 0.00 12.00 
labor 1 (hrs./ac.) .••••••••••••••..•••••••• : 1. 33 1.08 1.81 0.00 0.35 
($/hr) ••••••••••••••••••••••••• : $6.00 $6.00 f6.00 fO.OO f6.00 
Labor 2 (hrs./ac.) .............................. : 0.00 1.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 
(t/hr.) •••••••••••••••••••••••• : $0.00 $4.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
FIXED COSTS: 
Interest, Housing, and Ins. on "aehinery••• : 12.74 12.75 16.9'1 0.00 I.B5 
Depreciation on .aehinery &equip.ent •••••• : $14.97 $15.01 $18.37 fO.OO $1.75 
land Cost 1$/acrel ••••••••••••••••••••••••• : $350 $350 $350 $0 $350 
Real Estate Tax Percentage••••••••••••••••• : 1. 50 1.50 1.50 0.00 1.50 
+--------------------------------------------­
-----------------------Iend of Input SeetionJ--------------------------------------------­
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INPUT SU""ARY AND RESULTS: CONVENTIONAL ROTATION NOR"AL YEAR--FAR"ING SYSTE"S STUDY I 
Corn Soybean S.Nheat Other Set AsideRECEIPTS: +---------__________________________________ _ 
Estilated grain yield (units/ae.I........... 
Esti.ated selling price or value ($/unitl... 
60VERN"EHT PAY"ENT: 
Base yield (units/ac.I...................... 





















I. Total incole per acre•••••••••••••••••••• t212.35 $150.00 t156.24 $0.00 to.OO 
DIRECT COSTS: 
Seed (flat.' ............................... . 
Fertilizer ($/ac.l. 
Fertilizer application ($/ac.) •••••••••••••• 
Herbicide (..iac.) ...•....................... 
Herbicide application ($/ac.) ••••••••••••••• 
Insecticide (S/ac.) .•....• I ••••••••••• " ••••• 
Insecticide application ($/ac.I ••••••••••••• 
Crop insurance ($/ac.I •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Storage (./at.) ....•.......••...•.........•• 
Drying (1/at.) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Overhead (Slat.) •••.........••...••......••. 
CustOI .aehine hire ($/ac.I ••••••••••••••••• 
Fuel and lubrication ($/ac.I •••••••••••••••• 
"achinery repair ($/ac.I •••••••••••••••••••• 
Interest on non labor direct costs ($/acl ••• 



















































































II. Total direct (operatingl costs•••••••••• $107.72 $55.86 $90.06 $0.00 $11.42 
Ineo.e over direct costs (I linus Ill •••• $104.63 $94.14 $66.18 $0.00 ($11.42) 
Breakeven price per unit (direct costsl.. $1.31 $1.86 $2.14 ERR ERR 
FIXED COSTS: 
Interest, Housing. Ins. on .aehinery ($/acl 
Depree. on .achinery and equip.ent ($/ac.I •• 
















Ill. Total fixed costs...................... $32.96 $33.01 $40.61 $0.00 S8.B5 
IV. Production costs ($/ac., excluding landl S140.68 
!II pI us III I 









V. Land charges (S/ac.I ••••••••••••••••••••• $21.00 $21.00 $21.00 $0.00 $21.00 
VI. Total production and land costs ($/ac.). $161.68 
(IV plus V) 
Production and land costs ($/unit}..... $1.97 
Breakeven yield (units/ac.I..... 97.4 













VII. Incole over all costs ($/acrel......... 
(I linus IV) 












CONVENTIONAL ROTATION NORMAL YEAR: FARMING SYSTEMS STUDY I 
SUMMARY DATA FOR REPRESENTATIVE FAR/! IN NORTHEAST SOUTH DAKOTA. 
Corn Soybean S.Wheat Other Set Aside TOTAL 
FAR" 
Farl Progral Set-aside 
Requirelent Ill ....•....... 20 0 27.5 0 0 
Crop Distribution (acres) •. m 14'1 149 0 113 540 
lncole Over All Costs.••••• ISO.bl $40.13 $4.57 $0.00 ($41.271 
($iaere) 
Incole Over All Costs••..•• t7,551 $5,979 S680 10 ($3,838) 110,372 
(t/crop) 
Income Over All Costs 













I .. 12 














Com S.Wheat Sat A8ide TOTAL 
Crop 
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ASSUMPTIONS AND EXPLANATIONS 
Ridge Till'~otation: Farming Systems Study I 
Crop 19S6 Budgets Normalized Budgets 
1. Corn 
ao Machine operations: Ridge till planter applying Lasso 
II 15G and Nitrogen. cultivate 
twice'(ridging the last). combine. 
haul 
Same as 1986 except 
apply Phosphorus with planter 
b. Seeding: 20 HVK/acre @ $.75/MVK 19 l-WK/ acre @ $.75/l-WK 
c. Fertilizer: 100 lbs. N/acre @ $olS/lb. 100 lbs. N/acre @ $.lS/lb. 
20 lbs. P/acre @ $.lS/lb. 
d. Herbicide: Lasso II l5G: 
$.SS/lbo 
Band 7 lbs./acre @ Same as 1986 
eo Machine labor: • 95 hrs./acre @ $6/hr• Same as 1986 
f. Other labor: Grain drying: 
120 bu./acre 




a. Machine operations: Ridge till planter applying Lasso 
II l5G. conventional cultivate 
twice~ spray Blazer. combine. 
haul 
Same as 1986 except apply 
Phosphorus witb planter 
b. Seeding: 1 bu./acre @ $S.SO/bu. Same as 1986 
c. Fertilizer: 20 lbs. P/acre @ $.lS/lb. 
d. Herbicide: Lasso II l5G: Band 7 lbs./acre 
" $o85/lb. 
Blazer 2L; 1.5 pt./acre " $10.16/pt • 
Same as 1986 
e. Machine labor: • 94 brs./acre @ $6/br. Same as 1986 
f. Other labor: Hand weeding; 
@ $4.00/br. 
1.35 brs./acre Same as 1986 
3. Spring Wheat 
a. Machine operations: Fertilizer spreader. field cultivate. 
hoe drill. spray Hoelon and Buctril 
in one pa••• wath, cOllbiae, haul. 
ridse till cultivate in fall 
Same as 1986 
b. Seeding: 75 lbs./acre " $.1083/bu. Saae as 1986 








d. Herbicide: Hoelon 3E: 
Buctril 2E: 
2 pts./acre @ $6.19/pt. 
1 pt./acre @ $5.46/pt. 
Same as 1986 
e. Machine labor: 1.42 hrs./acre @ $6/hr. Same as 1986 
4. Set Aside 
a. Machine operatins: Field cultivate, spray, chisel 
b. Herbicide: 2. 4-D Amine: .6243 pts./acre @ 
$1.47/pt. 
Roundup 3L; .312 pts./acre " 
$10.36/pt. 
Same as 1986 
c. Machine labor: .35 hrs/acre & $6/hr. Same as 1986 
RIDGE TILL ROTATIOr~ 1986: farming Systems Study I 
Corn Soybean S. Wheat Other Set Aside 
INPUT SECiION 
RECEIPTS: t---------------------------------------------
Estiuted grain yield (units/ac.l .......... : 120 25 51 0 (l 
Estieated selling price or value {S/unitl .• : '1.6b 15.00 S2.37 $0.00 SO.OO 
GOVERNMENT PAYMENT: 
Base yield (units/ac.l ..................... : 63 0 27 0 0 
Deficiencypay.entlS/unitl ................ : $1.21 10.00 12.10 SO. 00 $0.00 
DIRECT COSTS: 
Seed (units/ae.) •.•••••.••••.••.•.•.••••••• : 20 75 o (I 
(S/uni tl •..•.......................... : 10.75 $8.50 10.11 fO.OO $0.00 
Fertilizer 1 {units/ac.I •••.•••••.••••••••• : 100 o 110 () (I 
IS/unitl ...................... : fO.18 SO.OO $0.18 SO.OO $0.00 
Fertilizer 2 lunits/ac.I ................... : o o (I o {I 
a/unit) ...................... : SO.OO SO.OO SO.OO $0.00 $0.00 
Fertilizer application {SIar. )............. : fO.OO SO.OO $0.00 SO.OO SO.OO 
Herbicide 1 (units/ac.) .•••..••.•.••.•••.•• : 7 7 (I 0.62 
IS/unitl ..•..•.•••..••........• : to.85 SO.85 lb. 19 to.OO S1.47 
Herbicide 2 (units/ac.I •.••...•..••••...••• : o I.S o 0.31 
IS/unit) ••.••••.•..•..••••••..• : SO.OO S10.16 S5.46 SO.OO SHI.36 
Herbicide application a/ae. j .............. : SO.OO $0.00 $0.00 SO.OO SO.OO 
Insecticide (units/ae.I •.••...•••••.••••••• : o o (I o o 
a/unit) ••••••.•.•.••.•.••..••• : SO.OO SO.OO SO.OO SO.OO SO.OO 
Insecticide application {S/ae.) ••••.••••••• : SO.OO SO.OO fO.OO SO.OO SO.OO 
Crop insurance (SI ae .1 ..................... : '20.76 S3.66 14.63 SO.OO SO.OO 
Storage ($lunit) ........................... : SO. 11 SO.l1 SO. tl $0.00 fO.OO 
Drying (S/unit) ............................ : SO.15 $0.00 SO.OO SO.OO SO.OO 
Overhead (S/ ac. I •••.•••••.••••••••.••••.••• : S5.50 f5.50 S:3.50 $0.00 S2.50 
Custol lachine hire..••••.•..••.•.. 
Tillage (S/ac.I •..•.•.•••..••••...• : SO.OO SO.OO SO.OO $0.00 10.00 
Planting (S/ae.) •.•••.••••.••..•... : SO.OO SO.OO SO.OO SO.OO SO.OO 
Harvesting (S/ac.I •••••.•••.••.•.•• : SO.OO fO.OO fO.OO SO.OO SO.OO 
Fuel and lubrication (S/ae.) ••••••••••••••• : f2.S2 f2.45 S3.48 SO.OO $1.12 
Machinery repair (S/ac.) •••••.•••••••••.••• : S6.1S S5.89 $8.B5 SO.OO S1.00 
Crop operating loan borrowed I.onths) •.•••• : 6 6 6 o 6 
Interest APRn,) ............................ : 12.00 12.00 12.00 0.00 12.00 
Labor 1 Ihrs./ac.l •••••••••••••••••••••• i •• : 0.95 0.94 1.42 0.00 0.35 
IS/hrl ......................... : Sb.OO $6.00 $6.00 $0.00 S6.00 
labor 2 (hrs. /ac. )•••••••.•••.••••••..• , ••. : 0.00 1.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 
(S/hr .1 •••....•..••..•••••••••• : SO.OO 14.00 SO.OO SO.OO SO.OO 
FIXED COSTS: 
Interest, Housing, and Ins. on Machinery ••• : 10.02 10.23 13.45 0.00 1.85 
Depreciation on .achinery ~ equip.ent •••••• : S12.411 S12.60 S15.53 SO.OO $1.75 
land Cost (S/aerel •.•.•.•...•.•••••••.• , ••• : 1350 .350 .350 .0 .350 
Real Estate Tax Percentage ................. : 1.50 1.50 1.50 0.00 1.50 
+--------------------------------------------­
-----------------------(end of Input Sectionl-------------------------------------------- ­
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INPUT 	 SUMMARY AND RESULTS--RIDGE TILL ROTATION 198b: FARI1INS SYSTEMS STUDY i 
Corn Soybean S. Wheat Other Set Aside 
RECEIPTS: +-------------------------------------------­
Esti.ated grain yield (units/ae.) ••••••••••• 120 
EstitDated selling price Of value a/unit). .. $1.66 
GOVERNMENT PAYMENT: 
Base yield (units/ae.I .................... .. 63 

Deficiency pay.ent if/unit! ............... .. U.21 

I. Total incole per acre •.•..••...•••.•••.•• $274.77 
DIRECT COSTS: 
Seed (ti ae.1 , . " .... « •••• " •• " ~ ... I .. f " $15 I 00.... I 	 , , ••• , 
fertilizer ($/ac.). .. ................ $18.00 
fertilizer application (S/ac.).............. $0.00 
Herbicide (f/ac.I........................... l5.95 
Herbicide application ($/ac.i............... lO.OO 
Insecticide ($/ac.I......................... lO.OO 
Insecticide application (liac.)............. $0.00 
Crop insurance ($/at.I ..•.•••••.•••••.••••.• l20.76 
Storage ($/ac.I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• l13.28 
Drying (f/ac.I •.••••••..••••.••••••••.•••••• $17.94 
Overhead (l/ac.I............................ l5.50 
Custo_ lachine hire ($/ac.I................. $0.00 
fuel and lubrication ($/ac.I................ $2.52 
Machinery repair ($/ac.I.................... l6.15 
Interest on non labor direct costs (f/ac)... $6.22 
Labor charge(f/ac.J......................... f5.70 
II. Total direct (operatingl costs •••••••••. $117.01 
Incole 	over direct costs (I linus Ill •••• $157.75 
Breakeven priee per unit (direct costs).. $0.98 
fIXED COSTS: 
Interest, Housing It Ins. on laehinery ($/acl $10.02 
Deprec. on lachinery and equiplent (f/ac.) •• $12.49 
Real estate taxes ($I at.)........... ........ $5.25 
III. Total fixed costs...................... $27.7b 

IV. Production costs ($/ae.! excluding land) $144.77 
!II pi us Ill) 
Production costs ($lunit)... ......... f1.21 
V. Land charges ($/ac.) ..................... $21.00 

VI. 	 Total production and land costs (f/ac.). $165.77 
!IV plus VI 
Production 	and land costs i$/unit) ••••• fl.39 
Breakeven yield (units/ae.) ••••• 99.9 









































































































































VII. lncon over all costs ($Iacre) ......... $108.99 $10.51 $39.17 $0.00 1$41.26) 

\I llli nus IV) 

























RIDSETILL ROTATION 19S6: FARMING SYSTEMS STUDY I 

SUMMARY DATA FOR REPRESENTATIVE FARM IN NORTHEAST SOUTH DAKOTA. 

Corn Soybean S.Wheat Other Set Aside Total 
Far. Prograi Set-aside 
Requirement (7.) •••••••••••• 20 0 .,., ~ i./lu 0 0 
Crop Distribution (acres) .. 149 149 149 (I 93 540 
Income Over All Costs .•.•.• $
($j acrei 
10S.99 $10.51 $39.17 $0.00 \$41.26) 
Incolre O·ver All Costs ••...• $16,240 H,5b7 $5,837 $0 ($3, B37l $19,S06 
($icropl 
Income Over All Costs 
RIdge 1111 19M - FSS1 




RIDGE TILL ROTATION NORMAL YEAR: Farming Syste.s 	Study I 
Corn Soybean S. Wheat Other Set Aside 
INPUT SECTION 
RECEIPTS: t--------------------------------------------­
Esti.ated grain yield (units/ae.) •••••••••• : 
Esti.ated selling price or value ($/unit) •• : 
GOYERNMENT PAYMENT: 
Base yield (units/ae.I ••••••••••••••••••••• : 
Deficiency pay.ent ($/unitl •••••••••••••••• : 
DIRECT COSTS: 
Seed 	 (units/ac.) ......•................•... : 
($/unit) ....•.. II •• II •• 11.,1 ••••• If •••• : 
Fertilizer 1 (uni ts/ac.) •.. It ~................ 

($/uni tl ...................... : 

Fertilizer 2 (units/ae.I ••••••••••••••••••• : 
(S/unit) ...•.•.•••••.••....... : 
Fertilizer application (f/ae.I ••••••••••••• : 
Herbicide 1 (unit;/ac.) ••••••••.••.•••••••• 
($/unit) ....•.........•........ 

Herbicide 2 (units/ac.) •••••••••••••••.•.•• 
($/unitl ....•........•....•.... 

Herbicide application ($/ae.I •••••••.•••••• 
Insecticide (units/ae. I .................... 
($/unit) •......•............... 

Insecticide application ($/ae.I •••••••••••• : 
Crop insurance ($/ac.I ••••••••••••••••••••• : 
Storage ($/unitl ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : 
Drying ($/unitl ............................ : 
Overhead ($/ae .1 •••••••••.••••••••••••••••• : 
Custom lachine hire ••••••••••••••.• 
Tillage (f/ac.l ••••••.•.•.•.••••••• : 
Planting (S/ac.) ••.••••••••.••••••• : 
Harvesting ($/ae.I ••••••••••••••••• : 
Fuel and lubrication ($/ae.I ••••••••••••••• : 
Hachinery repair ($/ae.I ••••••••••••••••••• : 
Crop operating loan borrowed (.onthsl ••.••• : 
Interest APR (%1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : 
Labor 1 (hrs./ac.} •. ,. ............ ,. ..••..... : 
($/hr) ..•.. ,. ..... I _••••••••• r •• ; 
Labor 2 (hrs./ac.) ......... 
I,. •••••••••••••• : 
($/hr I} •••••••••••••••••••••••• : 
FIXED COSTS~ 
Interest, Housing, and Ins. on Hachinery ••• : 
Depreciation on lachinery &equip.ent •••••• : 
Land Cost If/acrel ••••••••••••••••••••••••• : 
Real Estate Tax Percentage••••••••••••.•••• : 
84 31 42 0 0 
fLoo $5.00 $2.37 $0.00 $0.00 
03 0 27 0 0 
$1.21 $0.00 $2.10 $0.00 $0.00 
19 1 75 0 0 
$0.75 $8.50 $0.11 $0.00 $0.00 
100 0 90 0 0 
$0.18 $0.00 $0.18 $0.00 $0.00 
20 20 20 0 0 
$0.18 $0.18 $0.18 $0.00 $0.00 
$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
7 7 2 0 0.62 
$0.85 $0.B5 $6.19 $0.00 $1.47 
0 1.5 1 0 0.31 
$0.00 $10.16 $5.46 $0.00 $10.36 
$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
0 0 0 0 0 
$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
$14.58 $4.59 $3.82 $0.00 $0.00 
$0.11 $0.11 $0.11 $0.00 $0.00 
$0.15 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
$5.50 $5.50 $5.50 $0.00 $2.50 
$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
$2.52 $2.18 $3.48 $0.00 $1.12 
$6.15 $5.54 $B.85 $0.00 $1.00 
b 0 b 0 b 
12.00 12.00 12.00 0.00 12.00 
0.95 0.94 1.42 0.00 0.35 
$6.00 fo.OO $6.00 $0.00 $0.00 
0.00 1.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 
$0.00 $4.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
10.02 9.67 13.45 0.00 1.85 
$12.49 $14.91 $15.53 $0.00 $1.75 
$350 $350 $350 $0 $350 
1.50 1.50 1.50 0.00 1.50 
f--------------------------------------------­
-----------------------(end of Input Seetionl--------------------------------------------­
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Corn Soybean S. Wheat Other Set Aside 
RECEIPTS: +--------------------------------------------
Estilated grain yield (units/ac.I •••••••••.• 84 31 42 0 0 
Esti.ated selling price Dr value ($/unitl ••• f1. 6b fS.OO $2.37 fO.OO $0.00 
GOVERNMENT PAYMENT: 
Base yield (units/ae.I ...................... 63 0 27 0 0 

Deficiency pay.ent (f/unit) ••••••••••••••••• $1.21 fO.OO f2.10 fO.OO fO.OO 
I. Total incole per acre •••••••••••••••••••• f21S.67 f15S.00 $156.24 fO.OO fO.OO 
DIRECT 	 COSTS: 
..... ...................
Seed ($1 ac. 1 .................... t $14.25 f8.50 f8.10 fO.OO fO.OO 
Fertilizer (f/ae.l. .... , .............. , .. f21. 60 n.60 f19.80 fO.OO fO.OO 
Fertilizer application (f/ae.) •••••••••••••• fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
Herbicide (f/ac. I ........................... f5.95 f21.19 $17.84 fO.OO *4.15 
Herbicide application (f/ac.I ••••••••••••••• fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
Insecticide (f/ae. I ••••••••••.•••••••••••.•. fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO $0.00 
Insecticide application (f/ae.I ••••••••••.•• fO.OO fO.OO $0.00 fO.OO fO.OO 
Crop insurance (f/ac.I •••••••••••••••••••••• f14.S8 f4.S9 f3.82 fO.OO fO.OO 
Storage ($/ac.) ...•.........•...•.. , .... , ••. f9.32 f3.44 $4.66 fO.OO fO.OO 
Drying (./ac.) •.•••...•.....••...••.•.....•• f12.60 fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
Overhead (f/ac.) .••.... , ...... I fS.50 fS.50 fS.SO fO.OO $2.S0.................. 

CuStOI lachine hire (f/ae.I ••.•••••••••••••• fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
Fuel and lubrication (f/ac.I •••••••••••••••• f2.52 f2.18 f3.4B fO.OO fl.12 
Machinery repair (f/ac.) .••••••••••••••.•••• f6,IS f5.54 f8.85 fO.OO $1.00 
Interest on non labor direct costs (f/ae) •.• $5,47 f3.23 $4.26 fO.OO fO.52 
Labor chargelf/ac.I ••••••••••••••••••••••••• fS.70 fl1.00 f8.52 fO.OO f2.12 
II. Total direct (operating) costs•••••••••• fl03.64 f68.77 f84.84 fO.OO fll.41 
Ineole 	over direct costs (I linus II) •.•• f112.03 $86.23 f71.40 fO.OO Ifll.411 
Breakeven price per unit (direct costs) •• f1. 23 f2.22 $2.02 ERR ERR 
FIXED COSTS: 
Interest, Housing L Ins. on lachinery (f/acl $10.02 f9.67 $13.45 fO.OO $1.85 
Depree. on laehinery and equiplent (f/ac.i •• f12.49 $14.91 f15.53 fO.OO fl.75 
Real estate taxes (f/ae.I ••••••••••••••••••• fS.25 f5.25 $5.25 fO.OO f5.25 
III. Total fixed costs•••••••••••••.•••••••• f27.76 f29.83 f34.23 fO.OO f8.85 
IV. Production costs (f/ae., excluding landl f131.40 f9B.60 $119.07 fO.OO f20.26 
!II plus III) 
Production costs (f/unit) ••• fl.56 n.18 f2.83 ERR ERR......... t ... 

V. Land charges (f/ae.) •••••••••••.••••••••• f21.00 f21.00 $21.00 fO.OO f21.00 
VI. 	 Total production and land costs (f/ae.l. flS2.40 f119.60 f140.01 fO.OO f41.26 
!IV plus VI 
Production 	and land costs (f/unit) ••••• f1.81 n.86 f3.33 ERR ERR 
Breakeven yield (units/ae.I ••••• 91.8 23.9 59.1 ERR ERR 
lat selling pricel 
VI I. Ineole over all costs (f/aere) ••••••••. 
II linus IVI 












RIDGE TILL ROTATION NORKAL YEAR: FARKING SYSTEMS STUDY 1 
SUHMARV DATA FOR REPRESENTATIVE FARM IN ImRTHEAST SOUTH DAKOTA. 
Corn Soybeal'l S.Wheat Other Sft Aside Total 
Farm PrograM Set-aside 
Requi relent (Z) •• "c" I f.," .. 2Q 0 '1' "J../,,,,,l 0 (I 
Crop Distribution (acres) .• 149 149 149 0 93 540 
InCOMe Over All 
($/acrei 
Costs •••••• $63.27 $35.40 $lb.17 $0.00 ($41.26) 
locoie Ovef All Costs ••••.• 
!$/cropi 
$9,427 $5,274 $2,410 $0 ($3,B371 $13,273 
Income Over All Costs 


























Farming Systems Study II 
1. Alternative System 
2. Conventional System 
3. Minimum Till System 
4. Continuous No Till Winter Wheat 
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ASSUMPTIONS AND EXPLANATIONS 

Alternative'aotation: "Farming'SystQms Study II 

Crop 1986 Budgets Normalized Budgets 







Disc, field cultivate, drill, harrow. 
nath. combine, haul 
Oats: 48 lbs./acre @ $.09375/lb. 
Sweet Clover: 9.5 lbs./acre @ $.75/lb. 
1.38 hrs./acre i $6/hr. 
Same as 1986 except 
packer behind drill 
Same as 1986 
Same as 1986 
use a 





Mow, chisel with sweep, 
chisel without sweep 












Disc twice, field cultivate, 
plant, rotary hoe, cultivate 
twice, combine, haul. 
chisel without sweep in fall 
1 bu./acre i $8.50/bu. 
Same as 1986 except disc 
once. rotary hoe twice 
Same as 1986 
c. Machine labor: 1.4 hrs./acre i $6/hr. 1.38 hra./acre i $6/hr. 
d. Other labor: Hand weeding: 
$4/hr. 
2.8 hrs./acre i Same as 1986 
4. S2rinS Wheat 
a. Machine operations: Disc. field cul tivate. drill, 
swath, combine, haul, fall 
chisel 
Same as 1986 except 
field cultivate with harrow 
attached 
b. Seeding: 75 lbs./acre @ $.1083/lb. Same as 1986 
5. 
c. Machine labor: 
Set Aside 
1.38 hrs./acre i $6/hr. Same as 1986 
a. Machine operations: Field cultivate. chisel Same as 1986 
b. Machine labor: .4 hra./acre @ $6/hr Same as 1986 
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ALTERNATIVE ROTATION 1986: Farling Systels Study II 
Oats S.Clover Soybean S.Nheat Set Aside 
INPUT SECTION 
RECEIPTS: +---------------------------------------------
Estilated grain yield (units/ae.) •••••••••• : 60 1 28 55 0 
Estilated selling price or value ($/unitl •• : $0.88 $0.00 $5.00 $2.37 $0.00 
GOVERNKENT PAYKENT: 
Base yield (units/ae.) ••••••••••••••••••••• : 53 0 0 27 0 
Deficiency paYlent ($/unit) •••••••••••••••• : $0.66 $0.00 $0.00 $2.10 $0.00 
DIRECT COSTS: 
Seed (units/ac.l ••••••••.••..•••••••••••••. : 1 0 1 75 0 
(t/unit) •...•..•.•......••..•......... : $11.63 $0.00 $8.50 $0.11 $0.00 
Ferti Iizer 1 (units/ac.l ••••••••••.••.••.•• : 0 0 0 0 0 
($/unit) •••••••••••••••••••••• ! $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Fertilizer 2 (units/ae.I ••••••••••••••••••• : 0 0 0 0 0 
($/unit)." ......•••••.•.•.... : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Fertilizer application ($/ae.) ••••••••••••• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Herbicide 1 (units/ac.) •••.•.•..••••.•••••• : 0 0 0 0 0 
1 •••••••••• :(S/unit) .....•..•.•. $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Herbicide 2 (units/ae.I •••••••••••••••••••• 1 0 0 0 0 0 
(SJunit) .•...••.••............. : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Herbicide application ($/ae.I •••••••••••••• 1 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Insecticide (units/ae.I •••••••••••••••••••• : 0 0 0 0 0 
(./unit) ....................... : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Insecticide application ($/ae.I •••••••••••• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Crop insurance ($/ae.l ••••••••••••••••••••• : $1.63 $0.00 $4.08 $5.01 lO.OO 
Storage Il/unitl ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : $0.11 $0.00 $0.11 lO.l1 $0.00 
Drying ($/unit) ••.•••••••••••.•.••.•••••••• : lO.OO $0.00 lO.OO $0.00 lO.OO 
Overhead ($/ac.) ••••••••• ,.I ••••••••••••••• ~ l5.00 $4.00 l5.50 $5.00 lO.OO ,Custol lachine hire•••••••••••••••• • 
Tillage (l/ae.I •••••••••••••••••••• : SO.OO $0.00 lO.OO lO.OO $0.00 
Planting ($/ae.I ................... 1 lO.OO lO.OO $0.00 lO.OO lO.OO 
Harvesting (S/ae.I ................. : lO.OO lO.OO $0.00 lO.OO $0.00 
Fuel and lubrication ($/ae.l ••••••••••••••• : l3.51 S2.49 l3.85 $3.91 lO.OO 
Kaehinery repair (l/ae.I ••••••••••••••••••• : $9.26 l2.36 $7.34 S9.01 $0.00 
Crop operating loan borrowed (Ionth~) •••••• : 6 6 6 6 0 
Interest APR(X) •.••..••.••••..•.••••••.•... : 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 0.00 
Labor 1 (hrs.1ae.) ........................ ,. •. : 1.38 0.81 1.40 1.38 0.00 
(f/hr) •••••••••••• , ••••••••• ,., : $6.00 l6.00 l6.00 l6.00 lO.OO 
Labor 2 (hrs./ac.) •....• , .•..•.....•.• , •• ".: 0.00 0.00 2.80 0.00 0.00 
(f/hr.l ••.•...•.........•.•.•.• : $0.00 $0.00 $4.00 $0.00 $0.00 
FIXED COSTS: 
Interest, Housing, and Ins. on Kaebinery ••• : 13.93 4.03 14.22 14.44 0.00 
Depreciation on laehinery • equipient •••••• : $15.60 U.57 $16.47 $15.72 lO.OO 
land Cost ($/acre) ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ $350 $350 $350 l350 SO 
Real Estate Tax Percentage••••••••••••••••• : 1.50 1.50 1. 50 1.50 0.00 
+--------------------------------------------­
-----------------------(end of Input Seetionl--------------------------------------------­
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INPUT SUKKARY AND RESUlTS--AlTERNATIVE ROTATION 1996: FARKINS SYSTEKS STUDY II 
Oats S. CloverSoybean S.WheatSet Aside 
RECEIPTS: +--------------------------------------------
Estilated grain yield (units/ac.J ••••••••••• 60 1 29 55 0 
Estilated selling price or value i$/unit) ••• $0.88 $0.00 $5.00 $2.37 $0.00 
60VERNKENT PAYKENT: 
Base yield lunits/ac.l •••••••••••••••••••••• 53 0 0 27 (I 
Deficiency paYlent I$/unit) ••••••••••••••••• $0.66 $0.00 $0.00 $2.10 $0.00 
I. Total incole per acre•••••••••••••••••••• $87.96 $0.00 $137.50 $187.29 $0.00 
DIRECT COSTS: 
Seed (f!at.) ••••••••••..•••••••••••••••••.•• $11.63 $0.00 $8.50 $8.10 $0.00 
Fertilizer ($/ac.l. •••••• I ••••••••••• $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Fertilizer application 1$/at.I •••••••••••••• $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Herbicide (fIat.) .•••••••••.....•....••..••• $(\.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Herbicide application ($/ac.l ••••••••••••••• $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Insecticide ($/ac.) ..... I •••• I •• , I ••••••••• I $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $(\.00 $0.00 
Insecticide application ($/at.l ••••••••••••• $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Crop insurance ($/ac.l •••••••••••••••••••••• $1.63 $0.00 $4.08 $5.01 $0.00 
Storage ($/at.) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $6.68 $0.00 $3.05 $6.12 $0.00 
Drying (fIat.) ..•.•...•••••...........•.•..• $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Dverhead ($/at. ) .•. I ••••••••••••••• I I ••••••• $5.00 $4.00 $5.50 $5.00 $0.00 
Custol lachine hire ($/ac.l ••••••••••••••••• $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Fuel and lubrication ($/ac.l •••••••••••••••• $3.51 $2.49 n.85 $3.91 $0.00 
Kachinery repair ($/ac.l •••••••••••••••••••• $9.26 $2.36 $7.34 $9.01 $0.00 
Interest on non labor direct costs ($/ac) ••• $2.23 $0.52 $1.91 $2.20 $0.00 
labor chargel$/ac.l ••••••••••••••••••••••••• $8.28 $4.87 $19.60 $8.28 $0.00 
II. Total direct (operatingl costs •••••••••• $49.22 $14.25 $53.83 $47.63 $0.00 
Incole over direct costs (I linus III •••• $39.73 ($14.251 $83.67 $139.66 $0.00 
Breakeyen price per unit (direct costsl •• $0.80 $10.47 $1.96 $0.86 ERR 
FIXED COSTS: 
Interest, Housing &Ins. on lachinery ($/acl $13.93 $4.03 $14.22 $14.44 $0.00 
Deprec. on lachinery and equiplent ($/ac.l •• $15.60 $3.57 $16.47 $15.72 $0.00 
Real estate taxes ($/ac.I ••••••••••••••••••• $5.25 $5.25 $5.25 $5.25 $0.00 
III. Total fixed costs•••••••••••••••••••••• $34.78 $12.95 $35.94 $35.41 $0.00 
IY. Production costs ($/ac., excluding landl $83.00 $27.10 $99.77 $83.04 $0.00 
III plus IIIl 
Production costs ($/unitl ••• ......... $1.39 $19.92 $3.26 $1.51 ERR 
V. Land charges I$/ac.l ••••••••••••••••••••• $21.00 $21.00 $21.00 $21. 00 $0.00 
VI. Total production and land costs I$/at.l. $104.00 $48.10 $110.77 $104.04 $0.00 
!lY plus VI 
Production and land costs ($/unit) ••••• $1.73 $35.36 $4.03 $1.89 ERR 
BreakeYen yield (units/ac.l ••••• 118.2 ERR 22.2 43.9 ERR 
(at selling price) 
VII. Intole over all costs ($/acrel ••••••••• ($16.05) ($49.10) $26.73 $83.25 $0.00 
(I linus IVI 
Incole oyer all costs I$/unit) ••••••••• 1$0.27) ($35.361 $0.97 $1.51 ERR 
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ALTERNATIVE ROTATION 198b: FARMING SYSTEMS STUDY II 

SUMMARY DATA ~OR REPRESENT/HIVE FARM IN NORTHEAST SOUTH DAKOTA. 

Oats a.Clover Soybean a.Wheat Set Aside Total 
Far. Program Set-aside 
ReQui relent iII. ........... 20 0 0 27.5 0 
Crop Distribution (acres) •• 135 135 135 135 0 540 
Inrome Over All Costs •••••. alb.05) ($48.10) $2b.73 $83.25 $0.00 
($iacfel 
Incole Over All Costs .••••• ($2,1bbl Ifb,493l n,b08 $11,239 $0 $b,188 
(S/crop) 
Income Over All Costs 
























s.t AIIIde TotalOatIl S.CIovw Soybean 5.WheGt 
Cn:Ip 
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ALTERNATE ROTATION NORMAL YEAR: Far.ing Syste.s Study II 
Oats S.Clover Soybean S.Wheat Set Aside 
INPUT SECTION 
RECEIPTS: +--------------------------------------------­
Esti.ated grain yield (units/ae.I •••••••••• : 70 1 28 40 0 
Esti.ated selling price or value I$/unitl •• : $O.BB $0.00 $5.00 $2.37 $0.00 
GOVERNMENT PAYMENT: 
Base yield (units/ae.} ••••••••••••••••••••• : 53 0 0 27 0 
Deficiency pay.ent I$/unitl •••••••••••••••• : $0.66 $0.00 $0.00 $2.10 $0.00 
DIRECT COSTS: 
Seed (units/at.) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : 1 0 1 75 0 
(./unit) .............................. : $11.63 $0.00 $8.50 $0.11 $0.00 
Fertilizer 1 (units/ac.) •.•...•••••••.•.•.• : 0 0 0 0 0 
(./unit) .... , I', ••••••........ : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Fertilizer 2 (units/ae.I ••••••••••••••••••• : 0 0 0 0 0 
(f/unit) ..••••.•..•...•....... : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Fertilizer application ($/ae.} ••••••••••••• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Herbicide 1 (units/ae.I •••••••••••••••••••• : 0 0 0 0 0 
(./unit) ....................... : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Herbicide 2 (units/ae.I •••••••••••••••••••• : 0 0 0 0 0 
($/uni t) ...•••....•.•...•..•..• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Herbicide application ($/ac.I •••••••••••••• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Insecticide (units/ae.I •••••••••••••••••••• : 0 0 0 0 0 
(./unit} ......... , ............. ; $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Insecticide application ($/ac.I •••••••••••• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Crop insurance {$/at.) •••••.•....••••.••••• : $1.89 $0.00 n.08 n.64 $0.00 
Storage ($/unit) ............••..•.......•.. : $0.11 $0.00 $0.11 $0.11 $0.00 
Drying (tJunit) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Overhead (f/ac.) •..•.....•................. : $5.00 $4.00 $5.50 $5.00 $0.00 
CustD••achine hire •••••••••••••••• 
Tillage ($/ac.I •••••••••••••••••••• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Planting ($/ac.I ................... : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Harvesting 1$/ae.I ••••••••••••••••• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Fuel and lubrication 1$/ac.I ••••••••••••••• : U.57 $2.49 U.64 $3.91 $0.00 
Machinery repair ($/ae.) ••••••••••••••••••• : $9.47 $2.36 $7.08 $9.34 $0.00 
Crop operating loan borroMed I.onthsl •••••• : 6 6 6 6 0 
Interest APR (%) •• •••••••••••••••••••••••••• : 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 0.00 
labor 1 (hrs./ac.} ........•............•... : 1.38 0.82 1.38 1.38 0.00 
($Ihr) ••••. •••.••••••••••••.•.• ~ $6.00 $6.00 $6.00 $6.00 $0.00 
labor 2 (hrs./ac.) ••.....•.....••.... , ..... : 0.00 0.00 2.80 0.00 0.00 
••••••••• I(f/hr. ) •••••••••••• I • : $0.00 $0.00 $4.00 $0.00 $0.00 
FIXED COSTS: 
Interest, Housing, and Ins. on Machinery ••• : 14.20 4.03 14.22 14.44 0.00 
Depreciation on .achinery &equip.ent•••••• : $15.89 $3.57 $15.67 $15.85 $0.00 
Land Cost ($/acre••.•.•.•••••••••.••••••••• : $350 $350 $350 *350 $0 
Real Estate Tax Percentage••••••••••••••••• : 1. 50 1.50 1.50 1.50 0.00 
+--------------------------------------------­
-----------------------Iend of Input Sectionl--------------------------------------------­
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INPUT SU""ARY AND RESUITS-- ALTERNATIVE ROTATION NOR"AL YEAR: Farling Systels Study II 
Oats S. CloverSoybean S.WheatSet Aside 
RECEIPTS: f--------------------------------------------
Estilated grain yield (units/ae.) ••••••••••• 70 1 28 40 0 
Estilated selling price or value (t/unit) ••• to.S8 to.OO t5.00 t2.37 to.OO 
GOYERN~NT PAY"ENT: 
Base yield (units/ae.) •••••••••••••••••••••• 53 0 0 27 0 
Deficiency paYlent (t/unit) ••••••••••••••••• to. 66 to.OO to. 00 t2.10 to.OO 
I. Total ineole per acre•••••••••••••••••••• t96.58 to.OO t137.50 t151.50 to.OO 
DIRECT COSTS: 
Seed (.'ac.) ••..•..••••••••...••••....•••.•• t11.63 to. 00 tS.50 t8.10 to.OO 
Fertilizer (t/ac.). • ••••••••• I ••••••• to.OO to. 00 to.OO to.OO to.OO 
Fertilizer application (t/ae.I •••••••••••••• to.OO to.OO to.OO to.OO to.OO 
Herbicide ($" ac.). I ........... I I •• I •••••••••• to. 00 to.OO to.OO to.OO to.OO 
Herbicide application (t/ae.I ••••••••••••••• to.OO to.OO to.OO to.OO to.OO 
Insecticide (t/ae.I ••••••••••••••••••••••••• to. 00 to.OO to.OO to.OO to.OO 
Insecticide application (t/ac.l ••••••••••••• to.OO to.OO to.OO to.OO to.OO 
Crop insurance (t/ae.l •••••••••••••••••••••• $1.89 to.OO t4.08 $3.64 to.OO 
Storage (f/ac.) ............................. t7.77 to.OO t3.05 t4.44 to.OO 
Drying ($/ac.) ..••••....••..••. "., .•• , .•.... to.OO to.OO to.OO to.OO to.OO 
Overhead (f/ac.) •••••••••••••••...•••••••••• t5.00 $4.00 t5.50 t5.00 to.OO 
CustOI lachine hire (t/ae.I ••••••••••••••••• to.OO to.OO to.OO to.OO to.OO 
Fuel and lubrication (t/ae.I •••••••••.•••••• t3.57 t2.49 $3.64 $3.91 to.OO 
"aehinery repair (t/ae.) •••••••••••••••••••• t9.47 t2.36 t7.08 $9.34 to. 00 
Interest on non labor direct costs (t/ael ••• t2.33 to.52 $1.88 t2.04 to.OO 
Labor eharge(t/ae.) ••••••••••••••••••••••••• t8.28 $4.92 t19.50 t8.28 to.OO 
II. Total direct (operating) costs•••••••••• t49.94 t14.29 t53.23 t44.75 to.OO 
Ineole over direct costs II linus III •••• t46.64 (tI4.291 t84.27 tl06.75 to. 00 
Breakeven price per unit Idireet costs) •• to.71 $10.51 $1.94 tl.12 ERR 
FIXED COSTS: 
Interest, Housing &Ins. on lachinery (t/ael t14.20 $4.03 t14.22 t14.44 to.OO 
Depree. on laehinery and equiplent (t/ae.I •• $15.89 t3.57 t15.67 $15.85 to.OO 
Real estate taxes (t/ae.I ••.•••••••••••••••• t5.25 t5.25 t5.25 t5.25 $0.00 
III. Total fixed costs•••••••••••••••••••••• t35.34 $12.85 $35.14 t35.54 $0.00 
IV. Production costs (t/ae., excluding landl $85.28 t27.14 $88.37 t80.29 to.OO 
III plus IIII 
Production costs (t/unitl ••• ......... $1.22 $19.96 t3.21 t2.01 ERR 
V. land charges (t/ae.I ••••••••••••••••••••• $21.00 t21.00 t21.00 t21.00 to.OO 
VI. Total production and land costs (t/ae.l. $106.28 $48.14 tl09.37 tl0l.29 to. 00 
IIV plus VI 
Production and land costs (t/unitl ••••• t1.52 t35.40 t3.98 t2.53 ERR 
Breakeven yield (units/ae.I ••••• 120.8 ERR 21.9 42.7 ERR 
(at selling prieel 
VII. IneOie over all costs ($/aere) ••••••••• (t9.70) It48.141 t28.13 t50.21 to.OO 
II linus IV) 
















ALTERNATIVE ROTATION NORMAL YEAR: FARMING SYSTEHS STUDY II 
SUMMARY DATA FOR REPRESENTATIVE FARM IN NORTHEAST SOUTH DAKOTA. 
Oats S.Clover Soybean S.Wheat Set Aside Total 
Far. Prograi Set-aside 
Requirelent Ill ...........• 20 0 0 27.5 0 
Crop Distribution lacres) •• 135 135 135 135 0 540 
lncole Over All Costs•••••• i$9.701 1f48.141 $28.13 f50.21 $0.00 
($laue) 
Incole Over All Costs•••••• 1$1,310) Ifo,4991 fl,797 fb,779 fO $2,707 
($Icrop) 
Income Over All Costs 
AItemotIve Normal Year - FSS2 




ASSUMPI'IONS AND EXPLANATIONS 





•• M.chine oper.tion.: 	Fertilizer .pre.der. di.c. field S..e •• 1986 except field 
eultiv.te. drill••pray Hoeloft aad tultiv.te w/h.rrow 
Buctril in on. p.... ...th. 
------c....o"'•..ib'l'iii-ton....'.---w.haul. f.ll plow 
b. Seeding: 	 58 lba./.cre .$.07/lb. S..e •• 1986 

c. 	 Fertil izer: 70 lb•• N/.cre • $.18/lb. '10 lb•• N/.cre • S.lS/lb. 20 lb•• P/.cre • $.lS/lb. 
d. 	 Herbicide: Hoelon 3E: 2 pt•• /.cre • $6.19/pt. S..e •• 1986 

Buctril 2E: 1 pt•• /.cre • $5.46/pt. 

e. Machine l.bor: 	 1.91 hn./.cre • $6/hr. S..e .. 1986 

2. S~beaa. 
M.chine oper.tion.: 	Ground flo.ter for Treflaa. di.c S..e .a 1986 except using 
twice. plant. cul tiv.te twice. pl.nter to .pply Pho.phorus 
combine. haul 
b. Seeding: 	 1 bu./.cre • $8.50/bu. S... aa 1986 

c. Fertil izer: 	 20 lb•• P/acre • $.18/lb. 
d. Herbicide: 	 Treflaa 4E: 1.5 pt./.cre • $3.36/pt. S..e .. 1986 

e. M.chine l.bor: 	 1.08 hn./.cre • $6/hr. S..e aa 1986 

f. 	 Other labor: Haad weeding: 1.49 hra./acre • S..e .a 1986 
$4/hr. 





4. Spring Whe.t 
•• 	 Machine operation.: Fertilizer .preader. diac. field S..e .. 1986 except fiel d 
tultivate. drill. apray Ho.lon aad cultiv.te w/harrow 
Buctril....th. co.bine. haul. 
fall plow 
b. Seeding: 	 75 1b•• /acre • $.1083/lb. S..e .. 1986 

c. 	 Fertilizer: 90 lba. N/.cre • $.18/lb. 90 lba. N/acre • $.18/lb. 
20 lba. P/acre • $.18/lb. 
d. 	 Herbicide: Hoelon 3E: 2 pta./acre • $6.19/pt. Same .a 1986 

Buctri1 2E: 1 pt./acre • $5.46/pt. 

e. Machine labor: 	 1.81 hra./acre • $6/hr. Same aa 1986 

4. Set Aside 
a. Machine operationa: 	Field cultivate. apray, chisel Same aa 1986 

c. Herbicide: 	 2. 4-D Amine: .6243 pts./acre Same as 1986 

• $1.471pt. 
Roundup 3L: .312 pt./acre 
• $10.36/pt • 
c. Machine labor: 	 • 35 hrs./acre • $6/hr. Same aa 1986 
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CONVENTIONAL ROTATION 19B6: Farling Systels Study II 
Barley Soybeans S. Wheat Other Set Aside 
INPUT SECTION 
RECEIPTS: +---------------------------------------------
Estilated grain yield lunits/ac.) •••••••••• : 89 29 56 0 0 
Estilated selling price or value I'/unit) •• : 11.40 '5.00 '2.37 '0.00 '0.00 
GOVERNHENT PAYHENT: 
Base yield (uni ts/ae.) ..................... : 41 0 27 0 0 
Deficiency paYlent I./unit) •••••••••••••••• : .1.11 '0.00 '2.10 '0.00 $0.00 
DIRECT COSTS: 
Seed (uni ts/ac.) ••••••••••••••••••••••.•• I. : 58 1 75 0 0 
($/uni t) .......................... Ii 1: ••• : $0.07 $8.50 '0.11 '0.00 $0.00 
•••••••••••• :Fertilizer 1 (units/ac.) ••••• II 70 0 90 0 0 
{S/unitl •••••••••••••••••••••• : '0.18 '0.00 '0.18 $0.00 $0.00 
Fertilizer 2 (units/ae.) ••••••••••••••••••• : 0 0 0 0 0 
(S/unit) •••••••••••••••••••••• : '0.00 $0.00 '0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Fertilizer application ($/ae.) ••••••••••••• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Herbicide 1 (units/ac.} •••••••••••••••••••• : 2 1.5 2 0 0.62 
(S/unit) ••••••••••••••••••••••• : $6.19 $3.36 $6.19 $0.00 $1.47 
Herbicide 2 (units/ae.) •••••••••••••••••••• : 1 0 1 0 0.31 
($/uni t) ••••••••••••••••••••••• : $5.46 $0.00 $5.46 $0.00 $10.36 
Herbicide application I$/ac.) •••••••••••••• : $0.00 $2.59 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Insecticide (units/ae.) •••••••••••••••••••• : 0 0 0 0 0 
(S/unit) ••••••••••••••••• , ••••• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Insecticide application I$/ac.) •••••••••••• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Crop insurance ($/ac.) ••••••••••••••••••••• : $4.62 $4.36 $5.13 $0.00 $0.00 
Storage (S/unit) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : $0.11 $0.11 $0.11 $0.00 $0.00 
Drying I$/unit) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Overhead ($1 ac. ) ••••••••••••••• ,."" •••••••• : $5.00 $5.50 $5.50 $0.00 $2.50 
CustOI lachine hire •••••••••••••••• 
Tillage ($/ac.) .................... : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Planting ($/ac.) ................... : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Harvesting ($/ac.) ••••••••••••••••• : $0.00 fO.OO $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Fuel and lubrication ($/ac.) ••••••••••••••• : $5.42 $3.04 $5.23 $0.00 $1.12 
"achinery repair I$/ac.) ••••••••••••••••••• : $10.69 $6.56 $10.35 $0.00 $1.00 
Crop operating loan borroNed (aonths) •••••• : 6 6 6 0 6 
Interest APR(l) •••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••• : 12.00 12.00 12.00 0.00 12.00 
Labor 1 (hrs./ac.) ••••••••••••••••••••••••• : 1.91 1.08 1.87 0.00 0.35 
(fJhr) ••••••••••••••••••••••••• : $6.00 $6.00 $6.00 $0.00 $6.00 
Labor 2 (hrs./ac.) ••••••••••••••••••••••••• : 0.00 1.49 0.00 0.00 0.00 
(t/hr.) •••••••••••••••••••••••• : $0.00 $4.00 fO.OO fO.OO $0.00 
FIXED COSTS: 
Interest, Housing, and Ins. on "aehinery ••• : 17.30 10.73 17.00 0.00 1.85 
Depreciation on lachinery • equip.ent •••••• : f18.67 $13.03 $18.3B $0.00 $1.75 
land Cost ($/aere) ......................... : $350 $350 $350 $0 $350 
Real Estate Tax Percentage••••••••••••••••• : 1.50 1.50 1.50 0.00 1.50 
+--------------------------------------------­-----------------------(end of Input Section)--------------------------------------------­
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INPUT SlI"KARY AND RESUlTS--CONYENTIONAl ROTATION 1986: FAR"INS SYSTEKS STUDY II 
Barley Soybeans S. Wheat Other Set Aside 
RECEIPTS: f--------------------------------------------
Estilated grain yield lunits/ae.I ••••••••••• 89 29 56 0 0 
Estilated selling price or value I./unitl ••• $1.40 .5.00 .2.37 .0.00 .0.00 
GOYERNKENT PAY"ENT: 
Base yield lunits/ae.I •••••••••••••••••••••• 41 0 27 0 0 
Deficiency paYlent I./unitl •••••••••••.••••• .1.11 .0.00 .2.10 .0.00 .0.00 
I. Total ineole per acre ••••••••••.••••••••••169.97 .147.00 .190.37 .0.00 .0.00 
DIRECT COSTS: 
Seed (fIat.) •••••••••••••.•.•....••••..••.•• $4.06 $8.50 .8.10 $0.00 .0.00 
Fertilizer 1$/ae.l. .................... $12.60 $0.00 .16.20 .0.00 .0.00 
Fertilizer application ($/ae.I •••••••••••••• $0.00 $0.00 .0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
•••••••••••••• II ••••••••Herbicide ($'ac.). II $17.84 $5.04 $17.84 .0.00 $4.15 
Herbicide application 1$/ae.I ••••••••••••••• .0.00 $2.59 $0.00 .0.00 $0.00 
Insecticide ($/ac.) •••••••••••••••••••••••.• .0.00 $0.00 $0.00 .0.00 $0.00 
Insecticide application ($/ae.I ••••••••••••• $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Crop insurance 1./ae.I •••••••••••••••••••••• .4.62 $4.36 $5.13 .0.00 $0.00 
Storage (f/ae.) .......•..................... $9.87 $3.26 $6.26 $0.00 $0.00 
Drying ($/ ac. )••••..••••.•.•......••.•.•.... $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Overhead (f/ae.) •..• II •••••••••••••••••••• t. $5.00 $5.50 $5.50 .0.00 $2.50 
CustOI lachine hire ($/ae.I ••••••••••••••••• $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Fuel and lubrication 1./ae.I •••••••••••••••• $5.42 $3.04 $5.23 $0.00 $1.12 
"aehinery repair ($/ae.I •••••••••••••••••••• $10.69 .6.56 $10.35 $0.00 $1.00 
Interest on non labor direct costs (./ael ••• .4.15 $2.30 $4.42 $0.00 $0.52 
Labor charge(.'ac.' ••••••••••••••••••••••••• $11.43 .12.44 $11.22 $0.00 .2.10 
II. Total direct (operatingl costs •••••••••• $85.68 $53.59 $90.25 .0.00 .11.39 
Ineole over direct costs (I linus Ill •••• $84.29 $93.41 $100.12 $0.00 ($11.391 
Breakeven price per unit (direct eostsl •• $0.96 $1.82 $1.60 ERR ERR 
FIXED COSTS: 
Interest, Housing l Ins. on laehinery (./ael $17.30 $10.73 $17.00 $0.00 $1.85 
Depree. on laehinery and equiplent ($/ae.I •• .18.67 .13.03 .18.38 .0.00 .1.75 
Real estate taxes ($/ae.I ••••••••••••••••••• $5.25 $5.25 $5.25 $0.00 .5.25 
Ill. Total fixed costs •••••••••••••••••••••• $41.22 $29.01 $40.63 $0.00 $8.85 
lY. Production costs ($/ae.! excluding landl $126.90 .S2.6O $130.88 $0.00 $20.24 
(II plus III) 
Production costs (./unit) ••• ......... $1. 43 $2.81 $2.32 ERR ERR 
Y. land charges ($/ae.I ••••••••••••••••••••• $21.00 $21.00 $21. 00 $0.00 $21.00 
Yl. Total production and land costs ($/ac.l ••147.90 $103.60 $151.8B $0.00 $41.24 
IlY plus YI 
Production and land costs ($/unitl ••••• .1.66 $3.52 $2.69 ERR ERR 
Breakeven yield (units/ae.I ••••• 105.6 20.7 64.1 ERR ERR 
(at selling prieel 
VII. Ineole over all costs ($/aerel ••••••••• .22.07 $43.40 $38.49 $0.00 ($41. 241 
(1 linus IVI 
Ineole over all costs (./unitl ••••••••• $0.25 $1.48 $0.68 ERR ERR 
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CONVENTIONAL ROTATION 1986: FARMING SYSTEMS STUDY II 
5U~MARY DATA FOR REPRESENTATIVE FARM IN NORTHEAST SOUTH DAKOTA. 
Barley Soybean S.Wheat Other Set Aside Total 
Farl Progral Set-aside 
ReQuirelent II) ............ 20 0 27.5 0 0 
Crop Distribution (acres) .. 149 149 149 0 93 540 
Incole Over All Costs ••••.• 
($1 acre) 
$22.07 $43.40 $38.49 $0.00 ($41.24) 
lncole Over All Costs .••.•• 
U/crop) 
$3,289 $6,467 $5,735 $0 ($3,835) $11,655 
Income Over All Costs 


























Barley S.Wheat s.t MIde Total 
Crop 
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CONVENTIONAL ROTATION NOR"Al YEAR: Far.ing Syste.s Study II 
Barley Soybeans S. Wheat Other Set Aside 
INPUT SECTION 
RECEIPTS: +--------------------------------------------­
Esti.ated grain yield (units/ae.) •••••••••• : 70 30 42 0 0 
Esti.ated selling price or value (f/unit) •• : $1.40 f5.00 f2.37 fO.OO fO.OO 
GOVERN"ENT PAlKENT: 
Base yield (units/ac.l •••••••.••••••••••••• : 41 0 27 0 0 
Deficiency pay.ent If/unit) •••••••••••••••• : fl.11 fO.OO f2.10 fO.OO fO.OO 
DIRECT COSTS: 
Seed (uni ts/ae.) .... , ........................ : 58 1 75 0 0 

(S/unit) ............................... : fO.07 f8.50 fO.ll fO.OO fO.OO 

Fertilizer 1 (units/ac.' ................... : 70 0 90 0 0 

{$/unit) •••.••.•. 1., •••••••••• : fO.18 fO.OO fO.18 fO.OO fO.OO 
Fertilizer 2 (units/ae.I ••••••••••••••••••• : 20 20 20 0 0 
(./unit) ...................... ~ fO.18 fO.18 fO.l0 fO.OO fO.OO 
Fertilizer application (f/ae.I ••••••••••••• : fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
'" II ••••• II •• :Herbicide 1 (units/ac.) II •• II 2 1.5 2 0 0.62 
($Juni t) ••••.•••••••••••••••••• ~ f6.19 $3.36 f6.19 fO.OO $1.47 
Herbicide 2 {units/ae.I •••••••••••••••••••• : 1 0 1 0 0.31 
(./unit) ....••.•............... : f5.46 fO.OO f5.46 fO.OO fl0.36 
Herbicide application (f/ae.I •••••••••••••• : fO.OO f2.59 fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
Insecticide (units/ae.I •••••••••••••••••••• : 0 0 0 0 0 
(t/unit) ••••••••••••••••••••••• : f6.00 fO.OO $0.00 fO.OO fO.OO 
Insecticide application (f/ae.I •••••••••••• : fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
Crop insurance (f/ae.I ••••••••••••••••••••• : $3.64 f4.45 $3.02 fO.OO fO.OO 
storage (t/unit) ............•.............. : fO.ll fO.11 fO.ll fO.OO fO.OO 
Drying (./unit) ............................ : fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
Overhead (f/ac.) ••• " •• "" .... " ................. 1 f5.00 f5.50 fS.50 fO.OO f2.50 
Custo. lachine hire•••••••••••••••• 
Tillage (f/ae.I •••••••••••••••••••• 1 fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
Planting (f/ae.I ................... : $0.00 fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
Harvesting (f/ae.I ••••••••••••••••• : fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO $0.00 
Fuel and lubrication (f/ae.I ••••••••••••••• : f5'42 $3.04 f5.29 fO.OO fl.12 
"aehinery repair (f/ae.I ••••••••••••••••••• : fl1.02 f6.56 fl0.68 fO.OO fl.00 
Crop operating loan borrowed (.onthsl •••••• : 6 6 6 0 6 
Interest APR (1) ••••.••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 12.00 12.00 12.00 0.00 12.00 
labor 1 (hrs./ac.) •.•..••••••••••.••••••••• l 1.91 1.08 1.07 0.00 0.35 
(./hr) ..•...••....•..••••••.•.• : f6.00 f6.00 f6.00 fO.OO f6.00 
labor 2 (hrs./ac.) •••••••.••••••••••••.•••• : 0.00 1.49 0.00 0.00 0.00 
(./hr.) .•...•.•..••.•...•.•••.• : fO.OO f4.00 fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
F	!XED COSTS: 
Interest, Housing, and Ins. on "aehinery ••• : 17.42 10.73 17.12 0.00 1.05 
Depreciation on .achinery , equip.ent •••••• : fl0.70 $13.03 f18.45 fO.OO fl.75 
land Cost (f/aerel ......................... : f350 $350 f350 fO f350 



















INPUT SUNNARY AND RESULTS--CDNVENTIONAL ROTATION NORKAL YEAR: FARNINS SYSTENS STUDY II 
Barley Soybeans S. Wheat Other Set Aside 
RECEIPTS: +--------------------------------------------
Estilated grain yield (units/ae.} ••••••••••• 70 30 42 0 0 
Estilated selling price or value (t/unitl ••• tl.40 t5.00 t2.37 to.OO to.OO 
60VERN"ENT PAYNENT: 
Base yield (units/ae.} •••••••••••••••••••••• 41 0 27 0 0 
Deficiency paYlent (t/unitl ••••••••••••••••• $1.11 to.OO t2.10 to.OO to.OO 
I. Total ineole per acre•••••••••••••••••••• t143.51 t150.00 $156.24 to.OO to. 00 
DIRECT COSTS: 
Seed ($/ac,) ..•.........••••................ t4.06 t8.50 t8.10 to.OO to.OO 
Fertilizer (t/ae.l. .................. t16.20 n.60 t19.80 to.OO to.OO 
Fertilizer application (t/ae.I •••••••••••••• to.OO to.OO to.OO to.OO to.OO 
Herbicide (t/ae.} ........................... t17.84 t5.04 t17.84 to.OO t4.15 
Herbicide application (t/ae.)" ••••••••••••• to.OO t2.59 to. 00 to.OO to.OO 
Insecticide ($/at.) ••••••••••••••••••••••••• to.OO to.OO to.OO to.OO to.OO 
Insecticide application (t/ae.) ••••••••••••• to.OO to.OO to.OO to.OO to.OO 
Crop insurance (t/ae.} •••••••••••••••••••••• n.64 t4.45 n.82 to.OO to.OO 
Storage (f/ac.). I t7.77 t3.33 t4.66 to.OO to. 00 
Drying (f/ac.) •••••••••.••••••••••••••.••••• to.OO to. 00 to.OO to.OO to.OO 
Overhead ($/at. ) ....•.........•••........... t5.00 t5.50 t5.50 to.OO t2.50 
Custol lachine hire (t/ae.I ••••••••••••••••• to. 00 to.OO to.OO to.OO to.OO 
Fuel and lubrication (t/ae.} •••••••••••••••• t5.42 n.04 t5.29 to.OO tl.12 
"aehinery repair (t/ae.} •••••••••••••••••••• tl1.02 t6.56 $10.68 to. 00 $1.00 
Interest on non labor direct costs (t/ae} ••• t4.20 t2.52 $4.48 to.OO to.52 
Labor eharge(t/ae.} ••••••••••••••••••••••••• t11.43 $12.44 tll.22 to.OO $2.10 











Ineole over direct costs II linus III •••• t56.93 t92.43 t64.85 to.OO (tl1.39} 
I, 
r 
Breakeven price per unit Idirect eostsl •• tl.24 tl.92 t2.18 ERR ERR 
FIXED COSTS: 
Interest, Housing' Ins. on laehinery (t/ae} $17.42 tl0.73 t17.12 to.oo tl.85 
Depree. on laehinery and equiplent It/ae.I •• $18.70 t13.03 t18.45 to. 00 t1.75 
Real estate taxes (t/ae.} ••••••••••••••••••• t5.25 t5.25 t5.25 to.oo t5.25 f 
III. Total fixed costs•••••••••••••••••••••• t41.37 t29.01 t40.82 to.OO t8.85 	 r , 
IV. Production costs (t/ae., excluding landl t127.95 t86.58 $132.21 to.OO t20.24 
III plus IIIl " 
Production costs (t/unitl ••• ......... tl.83 t2.B9 n.15 ERR ERR ~ 
V. Land 	charges It/ae.} ••••••••••••••••••••• t21.00 t21.00 t21.00 to. 00 t21.00 
VI. 	 Total production and land costs (t/ac.l. t148.95 $107.58 t153.21 to.OO t41.24 
(IV plus V} 
Production 	and land costs (t/unit} ••••• $2.13 $3.59 t3.65 ERR ERR 

Breakeven yield (units/ae.I ••••• 106.4 21.5 64.6 ERR ERR 

(at selling price} 

VII. 	 IneOie over all costs (t/aere} ••••••••• (t5.44} t42.42 t3.03 to.OO (t41. 241 
(I linus IV} 




CONVENTIONAL ROTATION NOR"Al YEAR: FAR"ING SYSTE"S STUDY II 
SlI"MARY DATA FOR REPRESENTATIVE FAR" IN NORTHEAST SOUTH DAKOTA. 
Bar Iey Soybean S. Wheat Other Set Asi de Total 
Farl Progral Set-aside 
Requirelent (I) •••••••••••• 20 0 27.5 0 0 
Crop Distribution (acres) •. 149 149 149 0 93 540 
Incale Over All Costs •••••• (S5.44) S42.42 S3.03 SO.OO (S41.24) 
(S/ acre) 
Incole Over All Costs •.•••. (s810) S6,321 S451 $0 (s3,835) S2,126 
(S/crop) 
Income Over All Costs 































&artey Other Set AsIde Total 
Crop 
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ASSUMPTIONS AND EXPLANATIONS 

Minimum Till- ltotation: Farming systems Study II 

Crop 1986 Budgets Normalized Budgets 
1. Barley 
a. Machine operations: Hoe drill (used to incorporate 
fertilizer). spray Hoelon and 
Buctril. swath, combine. 
haul, fall chisel 
Same as 1986 
b. Seeding: 58 lbs./acre i $.07/lb. Saae as 1986 
c. Fertilizer: 70 lbs. N/acre @ $.18/lb. 70 lbs. 
20 lbs. 
N/acre @ $.18/lb. 
Placre @ $.18/lb. 




2 pts./acre i 
1 pt./acre @ 
Saae as 1986 
e. Machine labor: 1.28 hrs./acre i $6/hr. Saae as 1986 
2. Soybeans 
a. Machine operations: Plant using a ridge till 
planter. cultivate twice using 
a conventional cultivator. 
spray twice (Blazer and Lasao), 
combine, haul 
Saae as 1986 
b. Seeding: 1 bu./acre • $8.50/bu. Saae as 1986 
c. Fertilizer: 20 Ibs. Placre • $.18/lb. 
d. Herbicide: Lasso: 2.75 qts./acre • $5.39/qt. 
Blaser 2L: 1.5 pts./acre • $lO.16/pt. 
Saae as 1986 
e. Machine labor: 1.11 hrs./acre @ $6/hr. Saae as 1986 
f. Other labor: Hand weeding: 
$4/hr. 
1.3 hrs./acre @ Saae as 1986 
3. SErinl Wheat 
a. 
b. 
Machine operations: Hoe drill applying fertilizer. 
spray Boelon and Buctril. swath. 
combine. haul. fall chisel 
StI4IcH.ea: 75 l ....I.ere • $.108)/111. 
Saae as 1986 
..... I'" 






d. Herbicide: Hoelon 3E: 
Buctril 2E: 
2 pts./acre @ $6.19/pt. 
1 pt./acre i $5.46/pt. 
Saa. as 1986 
e. Machine labor: 1.18 hrs./acre @ $6/hr. Saae as 1986 
4. Set Aside 
a. Machine operations: Field cultivate, spray. chisel Saae as 1986 
b. Herbicide: 2. 4-D Amine: .62343 pts./acre • 
$1.47/pt. 
Roundup 3L: .312 pt./acre 
@ $lO.36/pt. 
Saae as 1986 
c. Machine labor: .35 hrs./acre • $6/hr. S_e as 1986 
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"INI"U" TILL ROTATION 1986: Farling Systels Study II 
Barley Soybeans S. Wheat Other Set Aside 
INPUT SECTION 
RECEIPTS: +---------------------------------------------
Estilated grain yield (units/ac.) •••••••••• : 77 33 56 0 0 
Estilated selling price or value (f/unit) •• : fl.40 f5.00 f2.37 fO.OO fO.OO 
60VERN"ENT PAYMENT: 
Base yield (units/ac.) ••••••••••••••••••••• : 41 0 27 0 0 
Deficiencv paYlent (f/unitl •••••••••••••••• : fl. 11 fO.OO f2.10 fO.OO $0.00 
DIRECT COSTS: 
Seed (units/at.) ............................ ; 58 1 75 0 0 
($/unit) •••• , •••••••••••••••••••.••••• ~ fO.07 f8.50 $0.11 fO.OO fO.OO 
Ferti lizer 1 (units/ac.) ........•.....•.•.. : 70 0 90 0 0 
($/unit) •••...••.••• , .....•••• , fO.18 fO.OO fO.18 fO.OO fO.OO 
Fertilizer 2 lunits/ae.I ••••••••••••••••••• : 0 0 0 0 0 
(fJunit) •......•...•.••...... ,: fO.OO $0.00 fO.OO $0.00 fO.OO 
Fertilizer application (f/ac.I ••••••••••••• : fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
Herbicide 1 (uni ts/ac.) ....................... : 2 2.75 2 0 0.62 
(f/unit) •.•.•.....••..•.•...••. : f6.19 f5.39 $6.19 fO.OO $1.47 
Herbicide 2 (units/ae.I ••••.••••••••••••••• : 1 1.5 1 0 0.31 
($/uni t) .......................... If : f5.46 $10.16 f5.46 fO.OO flO. 36 
Herbicide application If/ac.) •••••••••••••• : fO.OO $0.00 fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
Insecticide (units/ac.I •••••••••••••••••••• : 0 0 0 0 0 
(S/unit) .••••••••••.•••••••••.. ! fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
Insecticide application (f/ae.) •••••••••••• : fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
Crop insurance If/ac.I ••••••••••••••••••••• : f4.00 f4.94 f5.08 fO.OO fO.OO 
Storage (f/unitl ........................... : fO.11 fO.11 fO.ll fO.OO fO.OO 
.................. :
Drying (t/unit) •.•.•.. II II fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO $0.00 
Overhead (f'ac.) .............................. : f5.00 f5.50 f5.50 fO.OO f2.50 
Custol lachine hire•••••••••••••••• 
Tillage If/ac.I •••••••••••••••••••• : fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO $0.00 
Planting If/ae.I ••••••••••••••••••• : $0.00 fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
Harvesting If/ac.I ••••••••••••••••• : fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
Fuel and lubrication 1$/ac.I ••••••••••••••• : f3.45 f3.18 $3.26 fO.OO fl.12 
"achinerv repair (f/ac.) .••••••••••.....••. : f8.68 f8.33 f8.36 fO.OO fl.00 
Crop operating loan borrowed Iionths) •••••• : 6 6 6 0 6 
Interest APR (X) ••. , •••.••••••..•...••.••••• : 12.00 12.00 12.00 0.00 12.00 
Labor 1 (hrs./ac.) .••.•••••••.•••..••.•.••• : 1.28 1.11 1.18 0.00 0.35 
(f/hr) •••••••.•.••••••••.••..•• : f6.00 f6.00 f6.00 fO.OO f6.00 
Labor 2 (hrs./ac.) ••••••••.•.••••••••.••.•. : 0.00 1.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 
(../hr.) •••••..•.•...•..•....••. : fO.OO $4.00 fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
FIXED COSTS: 
Interest, Housing, and Ins. on "achinerv••• : 12.91 12.47 12.62 0.00 1.85 
Depreciation on lachinerv , equiplent •••••• : f14.95 fI4.33 $15.04 fO.OO $1.75 
Land Cost (S/acre) ••.•.••.••••••••..•••.••• : $350 f350 $350 fO $350 
Real Estate Tax Percentage••••••••••••••••• : 1.50 1.50 1.50 0.00 1.50 
+--------------------------------------------­
-----------------------Iend of Input Sectionl--------------------------------------------­
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INPUT SUMMARY AND RESUlTS--MINIKUM TIll ROTATION 19B6: FARMING SYSTEMS STUDY II 
Barley Soybeans S. Wheat Other Set Aside 
RECEIPTS: +--------------------------------------------
Estilated grain yield (units/ac.) ••••••••••• 77 33 56 0 0 
Estilated selling price or value ($/unit) ••• $1.40 $5.00 $2.37 $0.00 $0.00 
GOVERNMENT PAY"ENT: 
Base yield (units/ac.) •••••••••••••••••••••• 41 0 27 0 0 
Deficiency paYlent ($/unit) ••••••••••••••••• $1.11 $0.00 $2.10 $0.00 $0.00 
I. Total incole per acre•••••••••••••••••••• $153.17 $166.50 $IBB.95 $0.00 $0.00 
DIRECT COSTS: 
Seed (slat.) •............................... $4.06 $8.50 $8.10 $0.00 $0.00 
••••••• I I •••••••••Fertilizer ($/ac.l. $12.60 $0.00 $16.20 $0.00 $0.00 
Fertilizer application ($/ac.I •••••••••••••• $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Herbicide ($/ac.) •..•••••••••••••••.. , •••••• $17.B4 $30.06 $17.84 $0.00 $4.15 
Herbicide application ($/ac.l ••••••••••••••• $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
.....................
Insecticide ($/ac. I•• to $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Insecticide application ($/ac.I ••••••••••••• $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Crop insurance ($/ac.l •••••••••••••••••••••• $4.00 $4.94 $5.0B $0.00 $0.00 
Storage (f/ac.) •.•••••••••••••••••..•••••••• $8.54 $l.70 $6.19 $0.00 $0.00 
Drying (fiat.) •••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••• $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Overhead ($/ac.) •.•.•.........•.••••••....•. $5.00 $5.50 $5.50 $0.00 $2.50 
Custol lachine hire ($/ac.I ••••••••••••••••• $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Fuel and lubrication ($/ac.I •••••••••••••••• $3.45 $l.18 $3.26 $0.00 $1.12 
Machinery repair ($/ac.l •••••••••••••••••••• $B.68 $8.33 $B.36 $0.00 $1.00 
Interest on non labor direct costs ($/acl ••• $3.BO $3.BO $4.17 $0.00 $0.52 
labor charge('/ac.) •.•..•.•••••••••••••.•••• $7.65 $11.B6 $7.0B $0.00 $2.10 
II. Total direct (operatingl costs•••••••••• $75.61 $79.86 $81.79 $0.00 $11.39 
Incole over direct costs (I linus III •••• $77.56 $86.64 $107.16 $0.00 ($11.391 
Breakeven price per unit (direct costsl •• $0.9B $2.40 $1.47 ERR ERR 
FIXED COSTS: 
Interest, Housing l Ins. on lachinery ($/acl $12.91 $12.47 $12.62 $0.00 $1.85 
Deprec. on lachinery and equiplent ($/ac.I •• $14.95 $14.33 $15.04 $0.00 $1.75 
Real estate taxes ($/ac.I ••••••••••••••••••• $5.25 $5.25 $5.25 $0.00 $5.25 
III. Total fixed costs •••••••••••••••••••••• $33.11 $32.05 $32.91 $0.00 $B.85 
IV. Production costs ($/ac., excluding landl $108.72 $111.91 $114.70 $0.00 $20.24 
!II plus III) 
Production costs ($/unitl ••• ......... $1.41 $3.36 $2.06 ERR ERR 
V. land charges ($/ac.I ••••••••••••••••••••• $21.00 $21.00 $21. 00 $0.00 $21.00 
VI. 	 Total production and land CDsts ($/at.l. $129.72 $132.91 $135.70 $0.00 $41.24 
!IV plus VI 
Production 	and land costs ($/unitl ••••• $1.69 $3.99 $2.43 ERR ERR 
Breakeven yield (units/ac.I ••••• 92.7 26.6 57.3 ERR ERR 
(at selling pricel 
VII. Incole over all costs ($/acrel ••••••••• $23.45 $33.59 $53.25 $0.00 ($41.241 
II linus IVI 
Incole over all costs ($/unit) ••••••••• $0.30 $1.01 $0.95 ERR ERR 
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MINIMUM TIll ROTATION 1986: FARMING SYSTEMS STUDY II 

SUMMARY DATA FOR REPRESENTATIVE FAR" IN NORTHEAST SOUTH DAKOTA. 

Barley Soybean S.lIheat Other Set Aside Total 
Farl Progral Set-aside 
Requirelent 1%1 •••••••••••• 20 0 21.S 0 0 
Crop Distribution (acres) •• 149 149 149 0 93 540 
Incole Over All Costs•••••• 
($/acre) 
$23.45 $33.'59 $53.25 $0.00 1$41.24) 
Incole Over All Costs •••••• 
I$lcrop) 
$3,494 $5,004 $7,934 $0 1$3,B351 $12,597 
Income Over All Costs 



























MINIMUM TIll ROTATION NORMAL YEAR: Farling Systels Study II 
Barley Soybeans S. Wheat Other Set Aside 
INPUT SECTION 
RECEIPTS: +---------------------------------------------
Estilated grain yield (units/ae.) •••••••••• : 65 30 42 0 0 
Estilated selling price or value (f/unit) •• : $1.40 .5.00 $2.37 .0.00 .0.00 
GOVERNMENT PAYMENT: 
Base yield (units/ae.) ••••••••••••••••••••• : 41 0 27 0 0 
Deficiency paYlent (f/unit) •••••••••••••••• : .1.11 fO.OO f2.10 fO.OO fO.OO 
DIRECT COSTS: 
............... I ........ , ••• :
Seed 	 (un i t51 ac. ) . I 5B 1 75 0 0 
(f/unit) ..••..•... 1. t ••••••••••••••••• : .0.07 f8.50 fO.11 .0.00 fO.OO 
I .................. ;
Ferti Iizer 1 (uni ts/ae.) .. I 70 0 90 0 0 
(t/uni t) •••••••••••••••••.•.•• : .0.18 .0.00 .0.18 .0.00 .0.00 
Fertilizer 2 (units/ae.I ••••••••••••••••••• : 20 20 20 0 0 
(t/unit) ••••••.•.•....•.•••••• : .0.18 .0.18 .0.18 .0.00 .0.00 
Fertilizer application (./ae.I ••••••••••••• : .0.00 .0.00 .0.00 .0.00 .0.00 
Herbicide 1 (units/ac.) ..•.••.•••••.••..•.. : 2 2.75 2 0 0.62 
($Juni t) ••. .6.19 .5.39 f6.19 .0.00 .1.47I ••• II II II I ••• II •••• ~ 
Herbicide 2 (units/ac.I ••••••••••.••••••••• : 1 1.5 1 0 0.31 
($/unit) ••••••••••••••• , ••••••• ~ f5.46 .10.16 .5.46 .0.00 .10.36 
Herbicide application (./ac.) •••••••••••••• : fO.OO .0.00 .0.00 .0.00 .0.00 
Insecticide (units/ac.) •••••••••••••••••••• : 0 0 0 0 0 
(tJuni t) ............ I ••••••• II .... i fO.OO .0.00 fO.OO .0.00 .0.00 
Insecticide application (./ac.I •••••••••••• : .0.00 .0.00 fO.OO .0.00 fO.OO 
Crop insurance (S/ac.I ••••••••••••••••••••• : S3.38 S4.45 $3.82 SO.OO .0.00 
Storage (./uni t) .••••••••••••••.••.•••••••• : SO. 11 .0.11 .0.11 .0.00 SO.OO 
Drying ($/unit) ••.••••••.•.••.•.....••.•••• : SO.OO .0.00 SO.OO SO.OO SO.OO 
Overhead (f/ac.) ................. , •.• I ...•.. II: f5.00 .5.50 .5.50 .0.00 S2.50 
CustOI lachine hire •••••••••••••••• 
Tillage (./ac.' •••••••••••••••••••• : fO.OO SO.OO .0.00 SO.OO fO.OO 
Planting (f/ae.l ••••••••••••••••••• : SO.OO SO.OO SO.OO SO.OO SO.OO 
Harvesting (f/ae.) ••••••••••••••••• : .0.00 SO.OO SO.OO SO.OO .0.00 
Fuel and lubrication (./ac.I ••••••••••••••• : S3.45 $2.91 $3.26 .0.00 .1.12 
Machinery repair (f/at.l ...•............... : S8.68 S7.98 $8.36 SO.OO S1.00 
Crop operating loan borrowed (Ionths) •••••• : 6 6 6 0 6 
Interest APR (X) ............................ : 12.00 12.00 12.00 0.00 12.00 
labor 1 (hrs.1at. )..... " . II •••••••••••• I , , •• : 1.28 1.11 1.18 0.00 0.35 
• It ••• :($/hr) ••••••••• " •••• It •••• , so.oo S6.00 .6.00 SO.OO $6.00 
labor 2 (hrs. lac. ) . II ••• 0.00 1.30 0.00 0.00 0.00" " " • " ••••••••••••••• : 
(f/hr.) .....................•.. : SO.OO $4.00 $0.00 .0.00 SO.OO 

FIXED COSTS: 
Interest, Housing, and Ins. on Machinery ••• : 12.91 11.91 12.62 0.00 1.85 
Depreciation on lachinery , equiplent •••••• : .14.95 $13.71 S15.04 fO.OO $1.75 
land Cost ($/acre) ..•...•.•..•............. : $350 $350 S350 .0 S350 
Real Estate Tax Percentage••••••••••••••••• : 1.50 1.50 1.50 0.00 1. 50 
+--------------------------------------------­
-----------------------(end of Input Sectionl--------------------------------------------­
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Barley Soybeans S. Nheat Other Set Aside 
RECEIPTS: +--------------------------------------------
Estilated grain yield (units/ae.I........... 65 

Estilated selling price Dr value (./unitl... .1.40 
GOVERNMENT PAYMENT: 
Base yield (units/ae.I...................... 41 
Deficiency paYlent (./unitl................. .1.11 
I. Total ineole per acre•••••••••••••••••••••136.51 
DIRECT 	 COSTS: 
Seed (Slat.) •••••••••.•••••••.•.•••••••••..• n.06 
Fertilizer 1$/ae.l. 	 $16.20 
Fertilizer application ($/ae.I •••••••.•.•••• $0.00 
Herbicide (S/ac.) ••••••••••• 11."." $17.84•• It •••• 
Herbicide application ($/ae.I ••••••••••••••• $0.00 
Insecticide 1./ae.I ••••••••••••••••••••••••• $0.00 
Insecticide application ($/ae.I ••••••••••••• $0.00 
Crop insurance 1$/ae.I •••••••••••••••••••••• n.38 
Storage 	 ($/ac.) ............ I. ~ •••••••••••••• $7.22 

Drying 	 ($/ac.) •••••••••••••• I $0.00I. I •••••••••••• 
Overhead ($/ac.l •.. , •.......... , ........... . $5.00 
CustOI lachine hire 1$/ae.I ••••••••••••••••• $0.00 
Fuel and lubrication ($/ae.I •••••.•••••••••• $3.45 
Machinery repair 1$/ac.I •••••••••••••••••••• $8.68 
Interest on non labor direct costs 1./acl ••• $3.90 
Labor chargel./ae.I ••••••••••••••••••••••.•• $7.65 
II. Total direct loperatingl costs•••••••••• l77.37 
Incole 	over direct costs (I linus III •••• l59.14 
Breakeven price per unit Idirect costsl.. ll.19 
FIXED COSTS: 
Interest, Housing L Ins. on lachinery 1$/acl l12.91 
Depree. on laehinery and equiPlent Il/ac.I.. l14.95 
Real estate taxes (l/ac.I................... l5.25 
III. Total fixed costs•••••••••••••••••••••. l33.11 
IV. Production costs (l/ac., excluding landl l110.49 
III pI us I III 
Production costs (llunitl... ......... $1.70 
V. Land 	 charges (l/ac.I ••••••••••••••••••••• l21.00 
VI. 	 Total production and land costs ($/ac.l. l131.48 
IIV plus VI 
Production 	and land costs (l/unitl..... l2.02 
Breakeven yield {units/ae.I..... 93.9 
(at selling pricel 
VII. 	 Incole over all costs Il/acrel......... l5.03 
II ainus IVI 






































42 0 0 
.2.37 .0.00 .0.00 
27 0 0 
.2.10 .0.00 .0.00 
$156.24 $0.00 $0.00 
$8.10 .0.00 $0.00 
$19.80 $0.00 $0.00 
$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
$17.84 $0.00 n.15 
$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
$3.82 $0.00 $0.00 
$4.66 $0.00 $0.00 
$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
$5.50 $0.00 $2.50 
$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
$3.26 $0.00 $1.12 
$8.36 $0.00 $1.00 
$4.22 $0.00 lO.52 
.7.08 $0.00 $2.10 
$92.65 lO.OO l11.39 
l73.59 lO.OO Ill1.391 
ll.97 ERR ERR 
$12.62 lO.OO $1.95 
$15.04 lO.OO ll.75 
$5.25 lO.OO l5.25 
$32.91 lO.OO $9.85 
l115.56 lO.OO l20.24 
l2.75 ERR ERR 
l21.00 lO.OO l21.00 
l136.56 lO.OO l41.24 
l3.25 ERR ERR 
57.6 ERR ERR 
$19.68 $0.00 (l41.241 
$0.47 ERR ERR 
~rNI"U" TILL ROTATION NOR"AL YEAR: FAR"ING SYSTE"S STUDY II 
SU""ARY DATA FOR REPRESENTATIVE FAR" IN NORTHEAST SOUTH DAKOTA. 
Barley Soybean S.Wheat Other Set As ide 
Farl Progral Set-aside 
Requirelent Ill ..........•. 20 0 27.5 0 0 
Crop Distribution (acres) .• 149 149 149 0 q3 
Incole Over All Costs•••••• 
(Slacre) 
$5.03 $16.02 S19.68 SO.OO ($41.241 
Incole Over All Costs •••••• 
($Jcrop) 
$749 S2,386 S2,933 to it3,B351 
Income Over All Costs 



























ASSUMPTIONS AND EXPLANATI::.:O==-N:=S-:-_~~~=--~ 
cOntinuous No Till Rotation: Farming Systems Study II 
Crop 1986 Budgeta Normalized Budgets 
1. Wintu Wheat 
a. Machine operations: No till drill applying fertilizer. 
spray twice. swath. COlll.bine. 
haul 
Same as 1986 
b. Seeding: 75 lba./acre • $.0916/lb. Same as 1986 
c. l!'utilizer: 90 lba. Hlacre • $.lS/lb. 90 lba. N/acre • $.lS/lb. 
20 lba. P/acre • $.lS/lb. 
d. Herbicide: 2. 4-D Amine: ~ pt./acre • 
$1.47/pt. 
Roundup 3L: 1 pt./acre & 
$10.36/pt. 
Same aa 1986 
e. Machine labor: 1.17 bra./acre • $6/hr. Same aa 1986 
2. Set Aaide 
a. Machine operationa: Spray twice Same aa 1986 
b. Herbicide: 2. 4-D Amine: 1.21 pta./acre 
• $1.47/pt. 
Roundup: .606 pts./acre • 
$10.36/pt• 
Same aa 1986 






, NO TILL WINTER WHEAT 1986: Far.ing Syste.s Study II ,

W. Wheat Other Set Aside 





Esti.ated grain yield (units/ac.l •••••••••• : 
Esti.ated selling price or value If/unitl •• : 
SOVERN"ENT PAYMENT: 
Dase yield (units/ac.I ••••••••••••••••••••• : 
Deficiency pay.ent (f/unitl •••••••••••••••• : 
DIRECT COSTS: 
Seed 	 (units/ac.) ............................ : 

(S/unit) •........••••..••.••••.....•.. l 

Fertilizer 1 (units/ac.I ••••••••••••••••••• : 

(./uni tl ...................... : 

Fertilizer 2 lunits/ac.I ••••••••••••••••••• : 

(t/unit) .••.••.••.•...••••••.. : 
Fertilizer application (f/ac.I ••••••••••••• : 
Herbicide 1 lunits/ac.I •••••••••••••••••••• : 
(f/uRi t) ..••..•.•...... I •• I •••• : 
Herbicide 2 (units/ac.I •••••••••••••••••••• : 
(S/unit) ..•••.......•.•••.•.•.• : 

Herbicide application (f/ac.I •••••••••••••• : 
Insecticide (units/ac.I •••••••••••••••••••• : 
(t/unit) .•••••••••••.••....•••. : 
Insecticide application (S/ac.I •••••••••••• : 
Crop insurance (f/ac.I ••••••••••••••••••••• : 
Storage IS/unitl ........................... : 
Drying (t/uRi t) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : 
Overhead (f/ac.) •.... I ••••• I ••••••••• I ••••• : 
Custo. lachine hire•••••••••••••••• 
Tillage 1./ac.J .................... : 

Planting (./ac.I ••••••••••••••••••• : 
Harvesting (f/ac.I ••••••••••••••••• : 
Fuel 	 and lubrication (./ac.I ••••••••••••••• : 
"achinery repair (S/ac.I ••••••••••••••••••• : 
Crop operating loan borrowed (.onthsl •••.•• : 
Interest APR(l) .•.... , I. If •••••••••••••• , ••• ~ 
labor 1 Ihrs./ac.I ••••••••••••••••••••••••• : 
($/hr )•.••••... , , •. , •••.••• •••• : 
labor 2 (hrs./ac.) ......................... : 
($/hr.) ....•....•••....•....•.. : 
FIXED COSTS: 
Interest', Housing, and Ins. on hChinery ... : 
DepreCiation on lachinery &equip.ent •••••• : 
Land Cost If/acrel ......................... : 
Real Estate Tax Percentage••••••••••••••••• : 
51 0 0 
f2.37 SO.OO fO.OO 
27 0 0 
.2.10 .0.00 SO. 00 
75 o o 
fO.09 .0.00 .0.00 
90 o o 
.0.18 fO.OO .0.00 
o o o 
fO.OO SO.OO .0.00 
SO.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
1 o 1.21 
.10.36 $0.00 .1.47 
0.5 o 0.61 
f1. 47 fO.OO fl0.36 
.0.00 .0.00 .0.00 
o o o 
.0.00 fO.OO .0.00 
fO.OO $0.00 fO.OO 
.2.98 SO.OO .0.00 
fO.ll $0.00 .0.00 
.0.00 fO.OO .0.00 
$5.00 SO.OO S2.50 
$0.00 fO.OO SO.OO 
SO.OO .0.00 .0.00 
SO. 00 fO.OO SO.OO 
f2.66 .0.00 SO.54 
f8.15 SO.OO fO.70 
6 o 6 
12.00 0.00 12.00 
1.17 0.00 0.33 
.6.00 fO.OO .6.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
$0.00 SO.OO .0.00 
11.99 0.00 1.12 
f16.04 	 SO.OO f1. 24 
S350 SO S350 
1.50 0.00 1. 50 
+--------------------------­
-----------------------(end of Input Sectionl--------------------------~ 
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INPUT SLiMMARY AND RESULTS--NO TIll WINTER WHEAT 1986: FARMING SYSTEItS 
W.Wheat Other Set Aside 
RECEIPTS: +--------------------------
Estilated grain yield (units/ac.I........... 51 o o 

Estilated selling price Dr value (t/unitl... t2.37 fO.OO to.OO 
60VERNitENT PAYItENT: 
Base yield (units/ac.I...................... 27 o o 
Deficiency paYlent (t/unit)................. t2.10 fO.OO to.OO ,I 

I. Total incole per acre•••••••••••••••••••• t177.57 to.OO $0.00 
DIRECT 	 COSTS: 
Seed (.,at. )••... , .....••.•. , .. , •..••.... , .. t6.87 to.OO fO.OO 
Fertilizer (t/ac.l. 	 t16.20 fO.OO $0.00 I,
Fertilizer application (t/ac.I •••••••••••••• to.OO fO.OO $0.00 
Herbicide (f/ac.) .................. tiL 10 fO.OO $8.06
I I •• I •••• I 
Herbicide application (t/ac.I ••••••••••••••• to. 00 fO.OO $0.00 
Insecticide ($/at.1 .•••..................... to. 00 fO.OO fO.OO 
Insecticide application (t/ac.) ••••••••••••• fO.OO to.OO $0.00 
Crop insurance (t/ac.I •••••••••••••••••••••• f2.98 to.OO $0.00 
Storage (t/at.) ...........................•. f5.66 fO.OO $0.00 
Drying ($/ae.) •.•...•.•..•••• to.OO fO.OO fO.OOII .............. . 

Overhead {flat.' ................•........... f5.00 fO.OO f2.50 
CustOI lachine hire (t/ac.I ••••••••••••••••• to.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
Fuel and lubrication It/ac.I •••••••••••••••• f2.66 fO.OO $0.54 
Itachinery repair (t/ac.I •••••••••••••••••••• f8.15 fO.OO $0.70 
Interest on non labor direct costs (t/acl ••• $3.47 fO.OO fO.70 
labor charge(t/ac. I ........................ . f7.02 fO.OO fl.96 
II. Total direct (operatingl costs•.•••••••• f69.11 $0.00 f14.45 
Incole 	over direct costs (I linus III •••• fl08.46 $0.00 (fI4.45) 
Breakeven price per unit (direct costsl.. $1.36 ERR ERR 
FIXED COSTS: 
Interest, Housing' Ins. on lachinery I$/acl $11.99 $0.00 $1.12 
Depree. on lachinery and equiplent (S/ac.I •• $16.04 SO.OO Sl.24 
Real estate taxes (f/ac.I................... f5.25 $0.00 S5.25 

III. Total fixed costs••••••••••••••••.••••• f33.28 SO.OO $7.61 
IV. Production costs (f/ac., excluding land) $102.39 $0.00 f22.06 
!II plus III I 
Production costs (S/unit)... ••••••.•• t2.01 ERR ERR 
V. land charges (t/ac.I ••••••••••••••••••••• f21.00 fO.OO f21.00 
VI. 	 Total production and land costs (f/ac.l. t123.39 fO.OO f43.06 
IIY plus VI 
Production 	and land costs (f/unit)..... S2.42 ERR ERR 
Breakeven yield (units/ac.)..... 52.1 ERR ERR 
(at selling price) 
VII. Incole over all costs (f/acrel......... f54.18 SO.OO ($43.061 
(I linus IV) 























NO TILL WINTER WHEAT 1986: FARMIN6 SYSTEMS STUDY II 

SUMMARY DATA FOR REPRESENTATIVE FARM IN NORTHEAST SOUTH DAKOTA. 

W.Wheat Set Aside Total 
Far. Program Set-aside 
Requirelent (I)............ 27.5 
Crop Distribution (acres) •• 392 
Incole Over All Costs•••••• 
(S/acre) 
S54.18 






W.Wheat s.t MIele 
Crop 
62 
Income Over All Costs 
No 1111 WInter Wheat 1888 
Total 
NO TILL WINTER WHEAT NOR"AL YEAR: Farling Systels Study II 
II. IIbeat Other Set Aside 
INPUT SECTION 
RECEIPTS: +---------------------------
Estilated grain yield lunits/ac.l •••••••••• : 40 0 0 
Estilated selling price or value (f/unitl •• : $2.37 $0.00 $0.00 
GOVERN"ENT PAYKENT: 
Base yield (units/ac. I ..................... : 27 0 0 
Deficiency paYlent I$/unit) •••••••••••••••• : $2.10 $0.00 $0.00 
DIRECT COSTS: 
Seed (URi tslac. ) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : 75 0 0 
(S/unit). II ••••••••• I $0.09 $0.00 $0.00•• II ••••• It ••• II.: 
Ferti lizer t (units/ac.l ••••.•••••••••••••• : 90 0 0 
(S/unit) .••••••.•• , ••••••••••• : fO.18 $0.00 $0.00 
Fertilizer 2 (units/ac.I ••••••••••••••••••• : 20 0 0 
(S/unit) •••••••••••••••••••••• l $0.18 $0.00 $0.00 
Fertilizer application ($/ac.) ••••••••••••• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Herbicide 1 (uni tslac.) ••••••••.••••••••••• r 1 0 1.21 
(S/unit) ••••••••••••••••••••••• : $10.36 $0.00 $1.47 
Herbicide 2 (units/ac.l •••••••••••••••••••• : 0.5 0 0.61 
(S/uni t) ••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ $1.47 $0.00 $10.36 
Herbicide application ($/ac.I •••••••••••••• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Insecticide (units/ac.I ••••.••••••••••••••• : 0 0 0 
($/unit) •••••••••••• I $0.00 $0.00 $0.00•••••••••• : 
Insecticide application ($/ae.I •••••••••••• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Crop insurance ($/ae.I ••••••••••••••••••••• : $2.34 $0.00 $0.00 
Storage ($/unit) ........................... 1 $0.11 $0.00 $0.00 
Drying ($/uni tl ............................ l fO.OO $0.00 $0.00 
Overhead ($/ae.) ........................... : $5.00 $0.00 f2.50 
CustOI lachine hire •••••••••••••••• 
Tillage ($/ae.I •••••••••••••••••••• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Planting I$/ac. I ••••••••••••••••••• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Harvesting If/ac.I ••••••••••••••••• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
Fuel and lubrication ($/ae.I ••••••••••••••• : $2.66 $0.00 $0.54 
"achinery repair ($/ac.) ••••••••••••••••••• ~ $8.15 fO.OO $0.70 
Crop operating loan borrowed Iionthsl .••••• : 6 0 6 
Interest APR(X) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : 12.00 0.00 12.00 
labDr 1 (hrs./ac.) ••••••••••••••••••••••••• : 1.17 0.00 0.33 
(S/hr) ••••••••••••••••••••••••• : $6.00 $0.00 $6.00 
labor 2 {hrs.Jac.) •••••••••••.••••••••.•••• : 0.00 0.00 0.00 
{S/hr.) •••••••••••••••••••••••• : $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
FIXED COSTS: 
Interest, Housing, and Ins. on "achinery ••• : 11.99' 0.00 1.12 
Depreciation on lachinery &equiplent•••••• : $16.04 fO.OO $1.24 
Land Cost I$/aere) ••••••••••••••••••••••••• : $3501 $0 $350 
Real Estate Tax Percentage••••••••••••••••• : 1.501 0.00 1.50 
+--------------------------­
-----------------------Iend of Input SectionJ--------------------------­
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NO TIll MINTER MHEAT NOR"Al YEAR: Farling Systels Study II 
M.Mheat Other Set Aside 
RECEIPTS: +--------------------------
Estilated grain yield (units/ac.)........... 40 0 0 
Estilated selling price or yalue (f/unit)... f2.37 fO.OO fO.OO 
GOYERN"ENT PAY"ENT: 
Base yield (units/ac.)...................... 27 0 0 
Deficiency paYlent (f/unit)................. f2.10 fO.OO fO.OO 
I. Total incole per acre•••••••••••••••••••• f151.50 $0.00 fO.OO 
DIRECT COSTS: 
Seed (./at.) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• f6.87 fO.OO fO.OO 
Fertilizer (f/ac.). $19.80 $0.00 fO.OO 
Fertilizer application ($/ac.I •••••••••••••• $0.00 fO.OO fO.OO 
Herbicide ($/ae.) .........•................. fll.10 fO.OO f8.06 
Herbicide application (f/ac.I ••••••••••••••• fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
Insecticide (S/a(.)., ...••••••••••••••.••..• fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
Insecticide application (f/ac.I ••••••••••••• fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
Crop insurance (f/ac.I •••••••••••••••••••••• $2.34 fO.OO fO.OO 
Storage (S/ae.) ............................. . f4.44 fO.OO fO.OO 
Drying ($/at.' •••••.•.•••.•••••••••••...•••• $0.00 $0.00 fO.OO 
Overhead ($/ac.) •••.•........••.•.....•.•.•• f5.00 fO.OO $2.50 
CustOI lachine hire (f/ac.I ••••••••••••••••• fO.OO fO.OO fO.OO 
Fuel and lubrication (f/ac.l •••••••••••••••• $2.66 fO.OO fO.54 
"achinery repair (f/ac.) •••••••••••••••••••• $8.15 fO.OO $0.70 
Interest on non labor direct costs (f/ac) ••• $3.57 fO.OO $0.70 
labor charge(f/ac.} ••••••••••••••••••••••••• $7.02 $0.00 $1.96 
II. Total direct (operatingl costs.......... f70.95 fO.OO f14.45 

Incole 	oyer direct costs (I linus III.... f80.55 fO.OO (fI4.451 
Breakeyen price per unit (direct costs).. $1.77 ERR ERR 
FIXED COSTS: 
Interest, Housing &Ins. on lachinery (f/acl fl1.99 fO.OO fl.12 
Deprec. on lachinery and equiplent ($/ac.I.. $16.04 fO.OO fl.24 
Real estate taxes (f/ac.}................... $5.25 $0.00 f5.25 
III. Total fixed costs...................... f33.28 fO.OO f7.61 

IV. Production costs (f/ac., excluding land) fl04.23 fO.OO f22.06 
m plus III) 
Production costs (f/unit)... ••••••••• f2.61 ERR ERR 
V. land charges (f/ac.I..................... f21.00 $0.00 f21.00 

VI. 	 Total production and land costs (f/ac.l. f125.23 fO.OO f43.06 
!IY plus V) 
Production 	and land costs (f/unitl..... f3.13 ERR ERR 
Breakeyen yield (units/ac.)..... 52.8 ERR ERR 
(at selling price) 
VII. Incole oyer all costs (f/acrel ••••••••• f26.27 fO.OO (f43.06) 
(1 linus IV) 
Incole over all costs (f/unit}......... fO.66 ERR ERR 
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NO TILL WINTER WHEAT NORMAL YEAR: FARMINS SYSTEMS STUDY II 
SUMMARY DATA FOR REPRESENTATIVE FARM IN NORTHEAST SOUTH DAKOTA. 
IUheat Other Set Aside Total 
Farl Progral Set-aside 
Requirelent (Z) •••••••••••• 27.5 0 0 
Crop Distribution (acres) •• 392 0 148 540 
Incole Over All Costs •••••• 
($/acre) 
$26.27 $0.00 ($43.06) 
Incole Over All Costs •••••• 
($!crop) 
$10,299 $0 ($6,373) $3,926 
Income Over All Costs 























General Procedures for Estimation of Machinery Costs 
When estimating production costs, calculation of machine costs proved to be 
difficult. Most of the machine costs for the crop budgets were taken directly 
from "Detailed Support Tables for Economics Pamphlet 87-2". The following 
machine costs were not taken directly but were derived from that source: 
combining, hauling, baling, bale moving, manure spreading, ridge tillage 
planting, ridge tillage cultivating, hoe drilling, chiseling with sweeps, and 
drilling with packer. Machine costs are broken down into four components: (1) 
fuel and lubrication; (2) machinery repair; (3) taxes, housing, interest, and 
insurance; and (4) depreciation. 
It should be noted that row spacing for our row crop equipment varies 
between 38 and 40 inches. This is because we used what was available in the 
detailed support tables, realizing that there is very little cost difference 
between 38- and 40-inch rows. 
In these budgets, machine costs for each crop were assessed to the crop 
which was grown in the year that each machine operation took place. Machine 
costs for fall tillage were not assessed to the following year's crop. 
Most of the machine costs can easily be found by referring to the "Detailed 
Support Tables for Economics Pamphlet 87-2". Machine costs that are derived 
(rather than taken directly) from that source are explained in the following 
paragraphs. 
Combine: To obtain machinery costs for a combine, figures were taken 
directly from "Detailed Support Tables for Economics Pamphlet 87-2/1. The total 
cost for a 6-row self-propelled combine was $26.10. It was then decided that 
more reasonable costs would be $20/acre for row crops and $18/acre for small 
grains, based on custom rates reported in Thaden's "Detailed Report of Rates 
Paid for Custom Work in South Dakota, 1986". Custom rates for combining were 
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reported in that source to be $14/acre for small grains and $14.50/acre for row 
crops. To obtain these $18- and $20-costs, a prorated cut was made in each of 
the four components of machinery costs. The cuts were as follows: 
U ($20' $26.1021 = 23% for row crops and Q - ($18 ~ $26.1011= 31% for 
small grains. 
Hauling: To arrive at hauling costs, a 260-bushel gravity box was used. 
The "Detailed Support Tables for Economics Pamphlet 87-2" lists per hour costs 
but not per acre costs. To change the per hour costs to per acre costs, some 
assumptions had to be made. They were: (1) approximately 25,500 bushels were to 
be hauled to storage each year (25,500 is an estimated average yield of all 
crops for the conventional rotation on a 640-acre farm); (2) with a 260-bushel 
gravity box, it would take approximately 98 loads per year (25,500 ~ 260); (3) 
it takes approximately 1 hour to haul one load of grain to storage; and (4) the 
assumed 98 hours of hauling per year is comparable to the 100 hours in the hours 
of use column from the detailed support tables. After making these assumptions, 
it should be acceptable to assume that per hour costs from the support tables 
would be approximately equal to per load costs of a 260-bushel gravity box. 
Thus, we can think of the per hour costs in the support tables as roughly equal 
to per acre costs for a crop yielding 260 bu/acre. To adjust this cost to 
accommodate different yields, simply divide the yield by 260 and multiply this 
figure times the component costs of the 260-bushel gravity box in the support 
tables. For example: (80 bushel yield ~ 260 bu. gravity box) X $2.00/hr. for 
fuel & lub = $.62/acre. Hauling costs in the crop budgets were based on 
approximately normal Yields, and were generally not adjusted for yield 
differences. 
Manure Spreader: To apply 2 tons of dry matter manure per acre, we used 
per hour machine costs from the detailed support tables for a 390-bushel 
spreader with a 60-horse power tractor. The following assumptions were made: 
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(1) the 390-bushel spreader has the capacity to haul 7 tons of wet manure (70% 
moisture); (2) it takes 3 tons of wet manure to equal 1 ton of dry manure; (3) 
one 6-ton load/acre equals 2 tons of dry matter/acre; and (4) two loads per hour 
is the average field efficiency. With these assumptions, we divided per hour 
machine costs by 2 to get per acre costs. 
Ridge Till Cultivator: Ridge till cultivator costs were developed from 
conventional cultivator costs. It was assumed that variable costs such as fuel 
and lubricants, repairs, and labor would be the same as for a conventional 
cultivator. Fixed costs were calculated using information obtained from Dr. 
Diane Rickerl in SDSU's Plant Science Department. It was assumed that a 
conventional cultivator could be converted to a ridge till cultivator by 
purchasing ridgers for $250 and shields for $600. Fixed costs were calculated 
using a $3,989 purchase price for a conventional cultivator. 
Depreciation was calculated as follows: 
$3,989 + $250 + $600 = $4,839 x .2 = $968 remaining farm value 
$4,839 - $968 = $387/yr10 years 
-::-:-0:-:1$~3;..;;8.;....7.:..../y~r:;..;.;....-_ = $. 55/acre 
700 acres/yr. 

Taxes, housing, interest, and insurance were calculated as follows: 

4.839 + $968 = $2,904 average value
2 
$2,904 X (.01 for taxes + .01 for housing 




Fuel & lub. ReEair Labor THII DeEreciation Total 
Tractor $ .38 $ .22 $1.58 $ .36 $ .25 $2.79 
Ridge Till 
Cultivator ~ Ld.Q. $ .55 ~1.13 
$ .38 $ .40 $1.58 $ .76 $ .80 $3.92 
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Baling: For harvesting alfalfa, a large round baler with an 80-horse power 
tractor was assumed to be used. Since yields of alfalfa can vary greatly from 
year to year, and most of the machinery costs for the alfalfa budgets are baling 
costs, the most desirable machinery cost assessment is one based on a per bale 
or per yield basis. Although there is a positive relationship between yield and 
baling costs, we did not feel there is a 1 to 1 correlation. Using the per hour 
costs from the detailed support tables, we developed the costs in the following 
manner. 
For 2 to 4.5 tons/acre, which would include the "normalized" budget (3.6 
tons/acre). we assumed a field efficiency of 15 bales/hour. From the detailed 
support tables, we get $40.63/hr. ~ 15 bales/hr. = $2.71/bale. We felt that 
$2.71 might be a little low and that $3.75/bale would be more reasonable. This 
feeling was due to rates reported in Thaden's "Detailed Report of Rates Paid for 
Custom Work in South Dakota. 1986", in which there is a $4.50/bale charge for a 
large round baler. We used used ($3.75 ~ 2.71) = 1.38 as a factor to prorate 
the machinery component costs. Per bale costs are $3.75. Bales/acre are (3.6 
ton yield x 2,000 lbs) ~ 1500 lb. bales = 4.8. Cost then equals $3.75/bale x 
4.8 bales/acre = $18/acre. 
For yields over 4.5 tons/acre. which would include the 1986 budget (6.1 
tons/acre), we assumed a field efficiency of 20 bales/hour. Thus, $40.63/hr. ~ 
20 bales/hr. = $2.03/bale. To keep the costs for the two yield ranges in 
relation to each other, we adjusted as follows: 
[< $2.71 - $2.03} ~ $2.7g= .25 1. e. , baling costs are 25% lower for the 
higher yields. Therefore, 1 - .25 = .75 and .75 x $3.75 = $2.81/bale for the 
higher yields. 
Computations are then as follows: 
(6.1 tons x 2,000 lbs/ton) ~ 1,500 lb. bale = 8.1 bales/acre 
$2.81/bale x 8.1 bales/acre = $22.76/acre 
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Bale Stacking (bale fork): We did not have machinery cost information for 
First, we devel ope~ ______._ 
machinery costs for a normal yield using the following assumptions: (1) one 
can move 10 bales/hour; (2) a 60-horse power tractor is used; (3) the purchase 
price of a bale fork is $200; and (4) fuel, lubricants, and repair costs for an 
average yield are approximately the same per acre as for a 25-foot rotary hoe. 
Labor costs were calculated as follows: 
$6/hr. = $ .60/bale 
10 bales/hr. 
$.60/bale x 4.8 bales/acre = $2.88/acre 
Depreciation was calculated as follows: 
~200 purchase price - $40 remaining farm value = $16/year 
10-year life 
$16 ~ 135 acres = $ .12/acre 
Taxes, housing, interest, and insurance were calculated as follows: 
$200 + 40 = $120 average value. 
2 
$120 x (.01 for taxes + .01 for housing + .07 for interest 
+ .006 for insurance) = $11.52/year 
$11.52/yr. ~ 135 acres/yr. = $ .09/acre 
All other costs are taken from the detailed support tables. 
Total Cost 
Fuel & lub. Repair Labor THII Depreciation Total 
Tractor $ .23 $.13 $2.88 $:22 $.15 $3.61 
Bale Fork .13 .09 .12 .34 
$ .23 $.26 $2.88 $.31 $.27 $3.95 
For the 1986 budget, we increased the normalized costs by 35%, using the 
following logic: 6.1 tons - 3.6 tons = a 69% increase. Assume bale costs 
3.6 tons 
increase by approximately half of 69%, or 35%. Therefore, for 6.1 tons, the 
bale fork costs would be $3.95/acre x 1.35 = $5.33/acre. 
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Ridge Till Planter: We did not have machine costs for a ridge till 
planter. Ron Thaden, SDSU Extension Farm Management Agent, suggested that a 
ridge till planter would have the same variable costs as an air planter. Dr. 

Diane Rickerl suggested that the list price for a 6-row ridge till planter is 

approximately $12,000. Purchase price is usually 85% of list price; ($12,000 





$10,200 - $2,040 remaining farm value = $816 depreciation 

10 years 
$816 depreciation/yr. : 512 acres covered/yr. = $1.59/acre 
Taxes, housing. interest and insurance: 
$10,200 + $2,040 = $6,120 average value 
2 
$6,120 x (.01 for taxes + .01 for housing +.07 for interest 
+ .006 for insurance) = $587.52/yr. 
$587.52/yr. 	 - 512 acres covered/yr = $1.15/acre 
Total Costs 
Fuel & lub. Repair Labor THII Depreciation Total 
70 HP Tractor $ .36 .20 .84 .34 .24 $1.98 
6-38" Planter .80 1.15 1.59 3.54 
$ .36 $1.00 $.84 $1.49 $1.83 $5.52 
Minimum Till Planter: We did not have machinery costs for a minimum till 
planter, but Dr. Jim Smolik of the SDSU Plant Science Department suggested that 
a ridge till planter could be used for minimum till rotations. Therefore, we 
used the ridge till planter costs for the minimum till budget. 
Minimum Till Cultivator: We assumed that mimimum till cultivator costs are 





General Procedures for Estimation of Other Budget Items 

The following paragraphs contain explanations of procedures for estimating 
various crop budget components other than machinery costs, 
Seed Expenses: Seeding rates for the 1986 budgets were taken from the 
"1986 Annual Progress Report, Northeast Research Station, Watertown ",", 
Seeding rates for the normalized budgets were based on recommendations of Dr. 
James Smolik of the Plant Science Department. Seed prices were taken from the 
following sources: (1) Dr. Herbert Allen's Budgets for Minimum Tillage 
Operations d' , .; (2) Dr. Allen's "Budget Generator Price Vector 2"; (3) Expected 
Production Costs for Major Crops in South Dakota, EMC 864; and (4) quotations 
from seed dealers. 
Yield Estimates: Yields used in the 1986 budgets were taken from the "1986 
Annual Progress Report ... ". For the normalized budgets, the following sources 
were used to synthesize estimates used: (1) "1986 Annual Progress Report .•. "; 
(2) Expected Production Costs for Major Crops , •. ; (3) Dr. Allen's "Budget 
Generator" for Area 1 of South Dakota; (4) a "Summary of Costs and Returns for 
Crops in Northeastern South Dakota" prepared in 1986 by Ron Thaden; (5) a 1986 
handout by Ron Thaden on "Expected Production Costs for Farming Systems Studys I 
and 111/; and (6) "best judgments" by various faculty members in the SDSU Plant 
Science and Economics Departments. 
Fertilizer: Fertilizer rates for the 1986 budgets were taken from the 
1/1986 Annual Progress Report ... ". Fertilizer rates for the normalized budgets 
were also taken from that report, except 20 pounds of phosphate were added to 
all of the crop budgets in order to eliminate soil fertility depletion and allow 
crops to maintain their long-run yield potential. Fertilizer prices were 
obtained from SDSU Extension Soils Specialist James Gerwing. Prices used were 
as follows: (1) nitrogen, $.18/1b.; (2) phosphate (dry), $.18.1b.; and (3) 
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potassium (dry), $.13/lb. 
Herbicide: Recommendations regarding what herbicides to use were obtained 
from the "1986 Annual Progress Report ..• " and from Dr. James Smolik of the SDSU 
Plant Science Department. Application rates and prices for herbicides were 
taken from the "1986 Annual Progress Report " and from SDSU Extension Extra 
8012, "Herbicide Price List, January 1987". 
Grain Storage Costs: Grain storage costs were taken from SDSU Extension 
Extra 5007, "Permanent Grain Storage: Construction and Leasing". Six 18-ft. 
diameter, round metal bins, each with 4,200-bu. capacity, were assumed to be 
used. According to Extension Extra 5007, the annual fixed cost/bu. for such 
bins would be $.lll/bu. 
Overhead: Overhead costs were taken directly from Expected Produc­
tion Costs for Major Crops in South Dakota. Since this source did not have a 
budget for set aside acres, we assumed an overhead cost of $2.s0/acre for those 
acres. 
Grain Dryer: Costs for drying corn were taken from a handout entitled 
"Summary of Grain Dryer Performance and Economic Factors of Dryer Operation". 
Test results for this summary were conducted by the Prairie Agriculture 
Machinery Institute of Humboldt, Saskatchewan, Canada. An automatic batch, 
crossflow, propane dryer was assumed for the drying. Total costs came to 
$.1821/bu. However, after referring to Ron Thaden's "Detailed Report of Rates 
Paid for Custom Work in South Dakota, 1986", it was decided that $.15/bu. would 
be more reasonable. It should be pointed out that a labor cost of $.0041/bu. 
is included in the $.ls/bu. drying cost. 
Interest: The annual interest rate charged on all direct costs except 
labor was 12%. We assumed that operating cost money is tied up for an average 
of 6 months out of each year. 
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Labor: Labor for persons operating machines was taken from "Detailed 
Support Tables for Economics Pamphlet 87-2", by Dobbs, Thaden and Peckham. A 
$6/hr. rate was used. Soybean budgets also required a hand-weeding labor 
charge. The "1986 Annual Progress Report ..• " lists hours of hand weeding 
required per acre for each of the soybean budgets. A $4/hr. wage rate was 
applied to that hand weeding in calculating costs. 
Land Value: The land value for these budgets was derived using Dr. 
Larry Janssen's SDSU Economics Newsletter No. 241. Farmland prices for the 
"mostly cropland" category in the northeast area of South Dakota decreased by 
11% between 1985 and 1986 ($437/acre to $389/acre). It was assumed that 
farmland prices would decrease another 10% between 1986 and 1987. Therefore, a 
farmland price of $350/acre was assumed. 
Farm Size: Based upon agricultural statistics for counties in the vicinity 
of Watertown, South Dakota, SDSU Economics Department Graduate Research 
Assistant Mark Leddy has specified a "typical" farm for the Watertown area with 
the following acreage characteristics: 
Cropland = 540 acres 
Pasture = 60 acres 
Wasteland = 20 acres 
Farmstead = 20 acres 
TOTAL = 640 acres 
Real Estate and Land Charge: A 1.5% real estate tax charge and a 6% land 
charge were used in all of the crop budgets. 
Crop Insurance: For both 1986 and normalized budgets, crop insurnace 
assumptions and calculations were based on information received from Mr. Ray 
Gall at the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation in Huron, S.D. In all budgets, a 
level II (65%) coverage level, the medium price election, and Codington County 
non-irrigated land were assumed. The following information was obtained and 




Crop Price election Coefficient 
Corn $1.50 17.8i. 
Soybeans $4.00 5.7i. 
Spring Wheat $2.00 7.0i. 
Winter Wheat $2.00 4.5i. 
Barley $1.25 6.4i. 
Oats $ .80 5.2i. 
Crop insurance costs are calculated by doing the following: 
Cost 





Assumptions for Maintenance Costs on Set Aside Acres 
Set aside acres have certain maintenance costs. Land charges, real estate 
taxes, and interest on non labor direct costs were charged at the same rate for 
set aside acres as for other crops in the farming systems studied. Other 
maintenance costs, however, such as machinery and herbicide costs, required 
special considerations for set aside acres. The following paragraphs explain 
how such costs were estimated. 
Alternative Rotation: For the "alternative" rotations, machinery 
maintenance costs consisted of field cultivating and chiseling. We assumed that 
there would be no herbicides used on the "alternative" rotation acres. 
Conventional, Ridge Till, and Minimum Till Rotations: Conventional, ridge 
till, and minimum till rotations were each assumed to have the same machinery 
and herbicide costs. Initial assumptions for machines used for these budgets 
included a field cultivator, a chisel, and a sprayer. The initial assumptions 
for herbicides used included 2,4-D @1 pt/acre and Roundup @ .5 pt/acre. These 
initial assumptions for machinery and herbicides resulted in a cost of 
$19.22/acre for these items. It was then decided that these machine and 
herbicide costs would vary from year to year and that sometimes one tillage pass 
might be dropped or herbicide application rates might be lower. Because of 
this, $12/acre was assumed to be a more reasonable charge for these combined 
operations. To handle this adjustment, a prorated cut of .3756 (J.- (l2-:-19.22i1 
was made in the initially estimated machinery and herbicide costs. 
Continuous No Till Winter Wheat Rotation: For the continuous no till 
winter wheat system, it was assumed that no tillage would be done on set aside 
acres. However, these acres were assumed to be sprayed twice with a slightly 
higher rate of 2.4-D and Roundup. The herbicide application rate was such that 
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